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Abstract
Field emission and breakdown characteristics of high voltage, large area electrodes deter­
mine the performance of many vacuum-based electron sources. A corraborative plan with 
the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility involves studying the behavior of such 
electrodes after nitrogen ion implantation. A Plasma Source Ion Implantation (PSII) facility 
is designed and contructed at William and Mary, and used to treat stainless steel electrodes. 
PSII is a novel implantation technique developed at the University of Wisconsin - Madison. 
A workpiece is submerged in a quiescent plasma of the species to be implanted. A series of 
high, negative voltages (30 - 100 kV) is applied to the workpiece to accelerate the ions in 
the plasma, implanting them to depths of several hundred Angstroms. To characterize the 
response of the modified electrodes to high field gradients, Gelds as high as 20 MV/m are 
applied between parallel electrodes in a VG ESCALab MKII surface analysis system. XPS, 
AES, and SEM are used to characterize the surface of the cathodes. The pre-breakdown 
current from implanted electrodes is compared to that of thin film coated, polished, elec­
tron beam treated, and untreated electrodes. Current models to explain anomalous field 
emission are reviewed and considered as explanation of observed effects.
xi
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Field Emission and High Voltage Breakdown
The investigation of anomalous electron emission and ultimate breakdown voltage 
between extended-area, vacuum insulated, metal electrode systems has been the subject 
of investigations for many years [1-4]. The performance of high field particle accelerators, 
electron sources, and pulse-power systems is limited by the emission and acceleration of 
unwanted electrons from the metallic surface into the vacuum. Initial investigations [4] 
revealed that low levels of current flowing between the electrodes preceded breakdown. The 
current increased with applied voltage, until an arc formed between the electrodes. Field 
emitted currents and subsequent breakdown between extended area electrodes was, and still 
is, believed to be the result of a reduction in the local work function of the metal surface, or in 
the enhancement of the local field strength. Field emitted currents can be sufficient to cause 
a localized heating of the cathode surface and gas desorption [5]. Electron bombardment of 
the anode may also release particles [6,7] and desorb gases into the vacuum gap [8]. The local 
charge carrier density (electrons and ions) in the vacuum gap increases, and arc formation 
occurs through an avalanche of secondary ions and electrons in the vacuum. The ability 
to maintain a stable high electric field is a limiting factor in many accelerator and electron 
injector applications. The exact mechanisms for the enhancement are not fully understood, 
but a physical picture of the localized emission sites on extended-area electrodes is becoming
2
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clear [t.9 |.
At the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, high voltage photo-electron 
guns are used for electron beam production. Figure l . l  shows the schematic of the Free- 
Electron Laser electron gun. A wafer of GaAs is mounted on a molybdenum base. This 
base is mounted to a stainless steel or titanium cathode support structure. The cathode 
is biased to a high potential, typically 100 - 500 kV. A pulsed laser is used to emit the 
electrons from the wafer via the photoelectric effect. The electrons are then accelerated by 
the high electric field, usually ~ 2-l0  MV/tn. and exit the anode aperature.
Two parameters that are of interest in the design of an electron gun are the bunch 
charge and the emittance. For an pair of parallel electrode placed a distance d apart with 
a voltage —V applied to the cathode, the magnitude of the surface charge per unit area on 
the surface of the cathode is a -  (0V/d  = (aE. where e0 is the permittivity of free space 
(8.85 x 10-1'1 F/cm ). and E  is the electric field. For an electric field on the order of a 
MV7in. the total amount of surface charge available is then 8.85 x 10“ 10 C /cm 2. The GaAs 
wafers used in the photoelectron guns are typically a few square centimeters, so this gives 
a total surface charge available of about 1000 pC'. However, for pulse beam production, 
the complete removal of all the surface charge is not desired. Electrons near the back of a 
charge bunch experience a greatly reduced field, due to the shielding of the charges near the 
front. These electrons feel less electrostatic force than the ones near the front of the bunch, 
causing the momentum distrubution of the charge bunch to spread. The remedy is not to 
ext raft the entire surface charge, only a small fraction. This is accomplished by illuminating 
only .i portion of the wafer with each laser pulse. The charge per bunch requirement for 
the FEL gun is 135 pC/bunch.
The high voltage is required to meet the design criterion for low electron beam 
emittance. The emittance of given beam is directly related to the spot size of the emitting 
area and the solid angle subtended by ih0 beam. Due to space charge (the electrons' 
Coulomb repulsion from one another), an electron beam will try to expand as it travels
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 1.1: Diagram of the Free-Electron Laser Injector gun a t Jefferson Labs.
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from the cathode. A high voltage beam will travel more quickly toward its final target, and 
the time allowed for beam expansion is shorter than a low voltage beam. Thus, the high 
voltage electron beam will have less time to expand, and will arrive at the target with a 
lower emittance.
The high voltage and high field environment in these electron guns leads to anoma­
lous field emission from the metal electrode support structures, limiting their maximum 
operating field through breakdown. The current solution is extensive hand polishing of all 
metal surfaces exposed to high potential gradients. Polishing has been shown [3| to decrease 
the prebreakdown current and to increase the ultimate breakdown field, and is a standard 
procedure in high voltage vacuum insulation. Although polishing reduces prebreakdown 
emission current, it is difficult, time consuming, and the results are unpredictable. The 
ultimate breakdown voltage of the guns is still, in the end. compromised by breakdown.
The electron guns are required to deliver high electron currents from the GaAs 
wafer, but only a  few centimeters away, emission from the metal electrodes can lead to 
arc formation between the metal electrode support structures. These arcs can lead to 
surface damage tha t will further enhance the field emission. This can trigger more arcs, 
and ultimately lower the final operating field strength of the device. Arcs are accompanied 
by a sudden burst of gas pressure in the gap [5|, which fuels the arcing activity. Figure
1.2 shows a secondary electron micrograph of a series of arc craters that occurred on a 
polished electrode surface. Note the sharp geometric protrusions that are caused by each 
arc. especially around the outer edge of the craters. The arcs that caused this damage 
occurred within a few seconds of one another. Sudden current surges from the arcs can 
destroy electronic devices or cause the high voltage power supply to deactivate due to an 
over-current fault condition.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 1.2: SEM micrograph of arc craters formed on a stainless steel cathode surface. Note 
sharp protrusions at edge of crater.
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1.2 Physical Basis of Field Emission
Field emission is a quantum mechanical phenomenon defined as the emission of elec­
trons from the solid surface as the result of a high electric field [ 10). In photoemission and 
thermionic emission, electrons are given enough energy to surmount the potential barrier at 
the surface. A high electric field, however, alters the shape of the surface potential barrier 
and allows conduction electrons to tunnel through the barrier. The field emission process 
can be discussed in terms of the energy bands in a metal. Consider the one dimensional 
potential energy band diagram in Fig. 1.3. The Fermi energy, n. defines the highest filled 
energy level in the metal. The Fermi level lies a few electron volts above the bottom of the 
conduction band in most metals. This corresponds to an electron tem perature of tens of 
thousand of Kelvins, making the Fermi level virtually independent of the lattice tempera­
ture. Thus, the Fermi energy determines a maximum energy of field emitted electrons [ 10 |. 
The difference between the top of the Fermi level and the vacuum level is delined as the 
work function, <z>.
The work function consists of two parts. The first is the contribution from the Fermi 
level. At absolute zero, the Fermi level refers to the energy of the most energetic electrons 
in the metal. This can be considered as the free energy of the electron "solution". The 
second part is a contribution arising from the redistribution of electrons at the surface of 
the metal. The latter effect is smaller, but not negligible. The electron wave function at 
the surface of a metal does not terminate abruptly (which would require an infinite amount 
of energy). Rather, the wave function extends into the vacuum as shown in Fig. 1.4. This 
negative charge cloud extends about 1 Angstrom above the surface into the “vacuum". This 
slightly depletes the negative charge just inside the metal, leaving a small positively charged 
zone. The resultant charge distribution results in an additional electric field barrier that 
the electron must surmount in order to be pulled from the metal. Electrons with kinetic 
energy Ex will face a barrier of height 0 — Ex.
Consider the one dimensional potential energy diagram in Fig. 1.5. An applied
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 1.3: Field-free potential energy diagram for the metal-vacuum interface.
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Figure l.-l: Surface dipole layer from an atomically smooth surface.
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electric field. E  - V/d , is placed at the tnetal-vacuum barrier. Electrons in the metal will 
now a face a barrier of thickness {0 -  Ex) /e E  and height 0 -  Ex . where e is the charge of 
the electron. Also shown in Fig. 1.5 is the effect of the image charge on the barrier. The 
image charge is due to the induced charge an escaping electron creates on the metal surface. 
The image charge is opposite in sign, so electrons are pulled back into the metal by this 
induced charge. The magnitude of the image force is inversely proportional to the square 
of the electron's distance from the metal. It is effective for only a fraction of an Angstrom 
from the surface.
The Heisenberg uncertainty principle can be used to estimate the penetration of 
electrons through the barrier. An uncertainty in the electron's position Ax implies an 
uncertainty in momentum. A p. by the relation
where h is Planck's constant. For electrons a t the Fermi level, the maximum uncertainty in 
momentum can be derived from the height of the barrier. 0 . as Ap ~  s/'lmo. If the barrier 
thickness for electrons at the Fermi level. 0/eE ,  is equivalent to the uncertainty in position
A Typical value for the work function is 4 eV. This requires the field to be on the order 
of 7 x 101Q V/m for low level emission. Although this simple view of field emission over­
estim ates the field required for emission levels for clean, needle-like electrode systems by an 
order of magnitude, it does give a physical picture of the nature of field emission.
( l . l )
then one can obtain
eE  2it\Jr2m 0' (1-3)
or.
(1.4)
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Figure 1.5: Metal-vacuum potential barrier distorted by the application of an electric field E.
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T he Fowler iNordheim  E quation
The Fowler-Xordheim equation [11] gives an accurate description of the current
where j  is the current density in A /c m 2. E  is the electric field in Vjcm. 0 is the work 
function in eV. E  is the electric field in Vr/'crn. and C 1 and C> are constants. 3  is the so- 
called enhancement factor that accounts for local field enhancement due to the geometric 
"sharpness” of the emitter. The Fowler-Xordheim equation is usually written as
where a is a the efFective emitting area. Taking the natural log of the above relation yields:
From the intercept and the slope of the line, the efFective omitting area a and geometric 
enhancement factor 3 can be deduced.
This theory is well supported for clean metallic structures such as needle-like cath­
odes of known tip radii [12|. However, field emission from extended area electrodes be-
broad area electrodes has shown that initial field-induced emission originates from some 
or all of the following: sharp microprotrusions [3 ,15|, surface defects [16|, and contami­
nants [1 .13.17-19|. Field emission from broad-area electrodes.is erratic and unpredictable, 
and there exists no methodology for predicting the eventual gap breakdown. However, 
techniques have evolved to increase the ultimate breakdown voltage in HV electrode con­
figurations. Most involve high levels of mechanical or electro-polishing [20| followed by 
some cleaning procedure to reduce the pre-breakdown emission [3|. Efforts have also been
density from a metal surface as a function of applied field. This equation will be derived in 
Appendix A. The general form is:
(l.o)
(l.«)
Thus. Fowler-Xordheim emission will yield a straight line when plotted as ln(i//T2) vs. 1 IE.
gins several orders of magnitude below the predicted threshold [13.14|. Much evidence on
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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made to coat the electrode surface with an insulating thin film [21.22| or to treat the elec­
trode surface with an intense electron beam [23]. These methods have improved in the 
ultim ate breakdown voltage for metal electrode systems, although they can be expensive, 
very time consuming, and fail to give consistent results between systems. These meth­
ods produce breakdown voltages that are still, at best, an order of magnitude below the 
Fowler-Nordheim threshold.
When high levels of emission current are measured between extended area electrodes, 
a common practice is to assume a sharp microprotrusion on the surface has caused a localized 
field enhancement £&'„/, -  3E.  The field at the tip of this structure is then assumed to be 
sufficient for Fowler-Xordheim emission. It is reasonable to believe that an electrode surface 
of several hundred square centimeters, although carefully polished to a mirror finish, could 
still support geometric structures capable of high field enhancements. A work function for 
the m aterial is assumed, but values for <p can vary between crystalline surfaces [2-1] in a 
metal and be highly dependent on the amount and nature of gas coverage [25|. Current 
and field data are usually plotted according to the Fowler-Nordheim equation, and values 
are obtained for emitting area a and field enhancement factor 3. However, dubious results 
have often been obtained with this procedure when applied to extended-area electrodes; 
calculated values for the em itting area a are often orders of magnitude larger than the 
electrodes themselves [17]. Also, many SEM imaging studies have failed in the past to 
locate sharp microprotrusions that are suggested for high 3 values [26]. Some researchers 
are revisiting the microprotrusion model [14], and claim that micropoints could form and 
be destroyed by microdischarge activity on time scales too short to be detected [S]. The 
operating conditions, e.g. the presence of oil diffusion pumps, has been shown [IS] to 
dram atically increase the level of pre-breakdown current. Gases present in the vacuum 
environment also show an effect [25] on the stability of field emission and linearity of the 
data  w ith the Fowler-Xordheim equation.
The Fowler-Xordheim equation, although adequate for describing emission from
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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clean, needle-like points of known geometry and work function, can not account for the 
field emission behavior of extended area electrodes. A complete literature review of exper­
iments from extended area electrodes is given in Chapter 2 of this thesis.
A common technique for reducing the levels of field emission between electrodes 
is '’conditioning” . During conditioning, the energy available for arc formation (i.e. the 
stored energy in the high voltage power supply and associated cabling) is limited bv the 
insertion of a current limiting resistor. The voltage is slowly increased to allow field emitted 
electrons and microdischarge activity to destroy, by localized heating, the microprotrusion 
or other sites responsible for the emission [8.20.25). W ith each increment of voltage, field 
emission levels are allowed to subside before continuing to the next voltage plateau. The 
conditioning process is continued until the emission current has dropped to an acceptable 
level (no measureable pressure increase or current above the detectable limit) at a voltage 
somewhat above the operating voltage. Only then is the current limiting resistor removed 
for device operation. In practice, however, conditioning can improve the voltage hold-off 
capabilities of the system only so far. Some em itter sites are stable and will not be affected 
by conditioning. High levels of emission currents (>  10~6 amperes) will begin to desorb gases 
from the electrode surfaces, contaminating the vacuum system. This is highly undesirable 
in system such as the photo-electron guns discussed earlier, as gas contamination of the 
GaAs wafer will poison the cathode and reduce its effective life-time. A more favorable 
solution is an ex situ process that would eliminate the need for conditioning, and provide 
more reliable and consistent operating conditions at high voltages and high field strengths.
1.3 Plasma Source Ion Implantation
Nitrogen ion implantation is a common procedure for hardening the surface of med­
ical implants, automotive parts, and tool steels. Typical beam im plantation involves ras- 
tering a high energy focused beam of ions across the workpiece surface. At energies above 
10 kV, substantial implantation takes place to depths of several hundred Angstroms. Xi-
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trogen ion implantation has been shown [27,28] to increase the hardness and wear rate of 
metals through the formation of nitrides. In order to process a non-planar surface, however, 
one must be able to move the work-piece in a very controlled manner in order to obtain a 
uniform implantation. This leads to the development of very complicated translational and 
rotational stages. Rastering of the ion beam is also necessary, as well as masking of the 
beam to prevent off-angle impact and sputtering.
An alternative to conventional beam implantation was developed at the University 
of Wisconsin in 1987 by Conrad et al [27]. The workpiece to be processed is submerged in 
an ambient plasma of the species to be implanted. The piece is then pulsed with a series 
of negative, high voltage pulses a few microseconds in length at a repetition rate of 10 Hz 
to several kilo-Hertz. Ions in the plasma are accelerated by the applied field and implanted 
into the workpiece. The shape of high voltage electrodes found in medical X-ray tubes [29] 
or electron sources is often very critical in tailoring the local field strength, Flcctrodcs. 
therefore, have rounded, smooth shapes. The proposed surface treatment. Plasma Source 
Ion Implantation, or PSII. is appropriate for the processing of such high voltage electrodes. 
The benefits of plasma source ion implantation, or PSII are:
• Ions follow the electric field lines and are therefore implanted normal to the surface.
•  No complicated rastering or sample manipulation is necessary
•  Large pieces can be more easily processed.
The motivation for processing electrodes with ion implantation is based on the the 
general practices of workers in the field. The materials that have become "accepted’' are 
stainless steel and titanium. Latham [1. pages 48, 49] points out the similarity between 
these electrodes in their oxide layers. Both materials have ambient oxide layers tha t are 
insulating and highly resistant to corrosion. Ion implantation has been shown [30] to increase 
the corrosion stability of stainless steel. Williams [31] et al have observed a reduction in 
electrochemical corrosion currents in titanium alloys by more than two orders of magnitude.
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Hardness may also be a factor, as generally accepted electrode materials have a hardness 
number > 300 on the Vickers scale. Ion nitriding of steel has been shown [27,32| to increase 
the hardness of tool steels and surgical implants. The smoothness of the materials is also 
a factor [3|, and ion bombardment during the PSII process may reduce the number of 
protruding em itter sites.
This thesis will present the design and operational considerations for The William 
and Mary PSII system, the effects of nitrogen implantation on the field emission character­
istics from processed metal electrodes, and theoretical considerations for the field emission 
behavior from the modified surface layer.
1 .4  O rgan ization  o f  th is  T h esis
The goal of the work will be to ascertain the effects of PSII on the pre-breakdown 
field emission characteristics of stainless steel electrodes. This will be accomplished by the 
following:
•  Consider the design parameters for the William and Mary PSII system. Understand 
the pulse forming network, plasma parameters, and pumping requirements.
•  Characterize the operation of a thermionic-einission driven plasma by direct m-situ 
measurement of ion densities and electron temperatures.
•  Characterize the performance of the WM-PSII system. Compare implant depth profile 
predictions from calculations with Auger Electron Spectroscopy depth profiling.
•  Perform in situ field emission experiments on small scale test electrodes in ESCA 
system. Detailed surface spectroscopy will help elucidate effects of modified surface 
layer on electrode performance.
•  Design and construct a large-area electrode (6 ” diameter) test facility a t Jefferson 
Laboratory. This system will be used for future investigations of surface modification
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techniques for high voltage electrodes.
•  Propose a physical basis for field emission behavior from implanted electrodes.
Chapter 2 of this work will present past experimental efforts to detect and analyze 
emission sites from broad area electrodes. Also, current models developed to explain field 
omission behavior from such systems will be reviewed.
The design considerations for the William and Mary Plasma Source Ion Implantation 
facility will be described in Chapter 3. The dynamics of the plasma during the high voltage 
pulse will be presented. Dose calculations. TRIM modeling, and Auger depth profiling of 
implanted samples will be compared.
Chapter 4 of this work will describe the modeling and design work for the small 
scale field emission test platform at William and Mary, and the large area test platform at 
Jefferson Laboratory.
In Chapter 5. the experimental procedures and data will be presented for the field 
emission experiments. Data from treated and untreated electrodes will be presented, as 
well as data  from some alternative surface treatments.
Chapter 6  discusses the results and their possible bearing on future modification 
techniqi. for field emission suppression. Modifications are suggested for the W & M PSII 
system. Also, a discussion of future directions in field emission suppression is presented, 
including outlines of possible improvements in design based on this work.
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Chapter 2
Theory
2 .1  E n h anced  E lectron  E m ission
The Fowler-Nordheim equation for electron tunneling has been successful, to a de­
gree. in describing the electron emission from small, needle-like electrodes jl2j. However, 
electron emission from extended-area electrodes, win" "he source of the emission is not 
known exactly, begins at field strengths several orders of magnitude below the Fowler- 
Nordheim prediction. Early work [4j in pre-breakdown emission attributed this anomaly to 
sharp protrusions enhancing the local field. The data was fitted to the Fowler-Nordheim 
equation, and the shape of the protrusion deduced from the slope and intercept of the equa­
tion. The first section below reviews this method from an early investigation by Williams et 
al [3|. Recently, experimental systems have been constructed [1.3.17.19| to locate and iden­
tify the source of the anomalous emission. The following sections address past experimental 
evidence concerning emission behavior from extended-area electrodes. Physical models that 
attem pt to explain anomalous emission are reviewed.
Surface F in ish
Williams and Williams investigated the effect of the electrode surface finish on pre­
breakdown current [3|. Pre-breakdown current was measured for hand-polished, lapped.
18
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olectropolished, and unpolished electrodes under similar vacuum conditions. The results 
showed th a t hand polishing was the most effective at reducing the level of emission current at 
a given field, then lapping, then electropolishing. Electrodes with no surface treatm ent gave 
the highest field emission levels. The data  were fitted to the Fowler-Nordheim equation, and 
the two fit parameters, a, and d, were determined from the intercept and slope of the line, 
respectively. The fitted data are shown in Fig. 2.1. Results such as these encouraged workers 
to continue to fit emission data from extended area electrode to the Fowler-Nordheim law.
T he work function tp is also a fit parameter m the Fowler-Nordheim equation, because 
the exact source of emission in plane-plane ein rode systems is usually unknown. The 
em itter geometry deduced from these plots is of cones 2-3 fim in height, and ■- 10 nm in 
base diameter. No Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) analysis was performed on these 
samples to confirm the existence of the whisker-like protrusions. This method of deducing 
the geometry of a "sharp'’ raicroprotrusion based on the Fowler-Nordheim equation was 
typical of early work in electrode breakdown studies [19|. As will be seen in the following 
sections, this method cannot be used to explain most of the behavior of anomalous emission 
from extended area electrodes. In fact, the sharp protrusions are rarely found.
Im ag in g  T echniques
N. S. Xu and R. V. Latham [9| used a transparent anode to visually monitor emis­
sion and breakdown activity between electrodes. Oxygen free, high conductivity (OFHC) 
copper samples were used as the cathode (15 mm diam.), and a tin-oxide coated window as 
the anode (30 mm diam) in an plane-plane electrode configuration. Figure 2.2 shows the 
experimental system. Electrons from emission sites were accelerated by the applied field 
in the gap, and generated a fluorescent spot on the tin oxide anode. This created a spa­
tial "m ap” of the em itter sites. A 25 Hz frame rate video camera and image analyzer were 
used to  record the em itter distribution and breakdown events in the plane-parallel electrode 
setup. W ith simultaneous electrical recordings of breakdown events, workers were able to
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Figure 2.1: D ata from hand-polished, lapped, electropolished, and unpolished electrodes 
plotted to the Folwer-Nordheira equation. From Williams and Williams [3|
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Figure 2.2: Transparent anode technique employed by Xu and Latham [9j. Anode is a 
tin-oxide coated window that will fluoresce when struck by electrons. Spatial distribution 
of emission sites and breakdown activity can be obtained.
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make a direct correlation between the spatial and temporal characteristics of pre-breakdown 
emission sites and direct current breakdown events.
The voltage on the cathode was slowly increased until the initial ”switch-on'' field 
was reached (~  10-20 MV/m), and emission sites were observed on the video screen. The 
images showed a few discrete sites. When the specimen exhibited stable, reversible, currcnt- 
voltage characteristics, the voltage was removed and the cathode grounded. The voltage was 
increased to produce an arc. An oscilloscope was set to trigger on a negative-going pulse and 
the video camera recorded the optical emissions from the tin-oxide window. It was found 
that the breakdown field of the primary discharge is usually less than the switch-on field of 
the corresponding emission site. This observation suggests tha t emission current changes 
the state of the electrodes. Video recordings of the emission sites and breakdown events 
revealed: (i) the breakdown discharge location directly correlates with its particular emission 
site, with only one direct current breakdown site, and (ii) a primary discharge triggers a 
number of secondary events at random locations in the gap. For multiple discharges, it was 
observed that the average rate of discharges as recorded by the oscilloscope was higher than 
the sampling rate of the video camera, so they could not be optically resolved. However, it 
was observed that a second discharge occurs after the gap voltage is re-established after a 
''dwelling-time" of about oO ms (i.e. there has been an irreversible change to the gap due 
to the arc). This study showed tha t 80% of all breakdown sites were spatially correlated 
with the site of the pre-breakdown emission.
Hurley et al investigated electroluminescence from d.; *e regions on the surface of 
high purity metal cathodes [16,33]. Electroluminescence is due to excitation of electrons in 
an insulator to the conduction band by electron impact ionization. The excited electrons 
gain energy in the electric field. If an electron drops back to the ground state, or some 
intermediate state, a photon is em itted. In these experiments, voltages of 130 kV DC. or 
15/is 130 kV pulses, were applied across a 2 -8 mm gap. The electrode materials studied were 
commercial grade molybdenum, H15 duraluminium, stainless steel type EN’58B, high purity
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copper (Johnson and Matthey Puratronic grade I), and high purity gold (Mat. Res.. Marz 
grade). In the report, spots emitting light were referred to as "k-spots" to distinguish them 
from areas where arcing occurs. These workers claimed that impurities play a major role in 
breakdown initiation and electroluminescence. Electroluminescence is associated with high 
resistance spots in semiconducting impurities. These high resistance spot could be a result 
of the so-called "electroforming" process, in which minute filamentary conducting channels 
are formed through semiconducting or insulating layers on the surface.
E n ergy  S p ectra
Energy spectra of electrons from localized emission sites have been measured by 
several workers [1 ,9 ,13|. Modified electron microscopes and field emission scanning micro­
scopes were fitted with electron energy spectrometers. Emission sites were located on the 
surface, and the energy spectrum measured. Figure 2.3 shows a spectrum from an emitting 
structure of a copper-chromium cathode in work by Allen et al [ 13|. The nature of the em it­
ting site was not known exactly, but X-ray analysis showed iron and aluminum impurities. 
Curve A in figure 2.3 was obtained from a clean tungsten tip. Curve B is the spectrum 
from the emission site. Curve C was obtained after a 24 hr period. The sample was heat 
treated to ~700 °C, and the double-peak spectrum of curve B reappeared.
The authors state that the spectrum is similar to that of semiconductor emitters. 
Due to the localized nature of emission sites, Allen and coworkers discount the theory that 
the native oxide layer of the material is responsible, but rather assume the presence of small 
dielectric inclusions in the material. A three stage model is proposed to explain the emission, 
and a schematic of the electronic "element” is shown in Fig. 2.4. The emission mechanism 
is based on the tunneling of electrons into the conduction band of the semiconductor, 
subsequent heating of the electrons by the applied field, and emission of the electrons from 
non-equilibrium states on the surface. The appearance of the double peak was ascribed to 
possible effects of adsorbed gases on the emission site.
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Figure 2.3: Electron energy spectrum from em itting site on broad-area copper-chromium 
electrode. Curve A is spectrum from a clean tungsten tip. Curve B is the double-peak 
spectrum from the site when the specimen was first installed. Curve C was taken after 
several a 24 hour period. The samples was heated to ~700 °C. A trace similar to B was 
then measured. From A! ' et al [13].
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Figure 2.4: Band diagram for the model proposed by Allen and Latham. Initially, electrons 
tunnel from the metal substrate to the conduction band of the semiconductor. Then, 
the electrons are accelerated by the penetrating field. Finally, electrons tunnel from non­
equilibrium states near the top of the surface potential barrier. From Allen et al [13|.
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A dsorb ed  G ases
The role of adsorbed gases on pre-breakdown emission was investigated by Kelsey in 
two different vacuum environments [18]. The first chamber was evacuated to 5 x 10- 7  Torr 
with an oil diffusion pump. The electrodes were degassed by electron heating to 280° C’. The 
second system was evacuated with zeolite sorption pumps and a -100 l/'s ion pump. These 
pumps are oil-free. The base pressure of the system was less than 10“ 10 Torr. This system 
was baked to 100 °C. Electrodes for both systems were stainless steel. The anomalous 
uission currents in the oil-pumped system were up to 1 0 4 times greater at a given field 
strength than those in the oil-free system. The author states that, due to the unknown 
local gas pressure in the gap, it is difficult to  account for the distinct performance of the 
two systems. However, this experiment indicates that the vacuum conditions may play a 
role in the behavior of the electrode system.
P ro b e  T echniques
Pupeter et al have used probe techniques to isolate and identify surface features that 
produced unusually high levels of field emission from the cathode surface [17]. A biased 
anode probe was rastered across the surface of the cathode. The emitted current as a 
function of position was measured.
The field-emission scanning microscope (FESM) used in this work employed a small, 
fiat tungsten anode. This was raster-scanned across the sample, and fields between -10 
M V/m and 100 MV/m can be applied to the cathode surface. Hig1 ' r fields, up to 200 
MV'/m were applied to larger areas (5 mm2) to investigate weak emission sites. l-V char­
acteristics were measured for each emission site and the two fit parameters, a and 3. were 
calculated from Fowler-Nordheim plots. An average work function was assumed for the 
cathode.material. SEM and AES determined the elemental composition and morphology 
of each emission site.
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These experiments compared field-emission behavior from chemically and mechan­
ically polished Nb, Cu. and Al cathodes. Data from the emission sites were compared to 
the Fowler-Xordheim theory. The values for a. the em itter area, had an unrealistic range 
of 1 x 10- 1 7  to 6  x L0la cm2. The SEM revealed no sharp protrusions at the emission site. 
Instead, several different surface anomalies were observed: Inclusions in Al (with high con­
centration of Si. Mg, Fe. and Mn). sulfur contamination on chemically etched Cu (sulfur 
content in OFHC' copper ~5ppm), particles on Nb (carbon) and Cu (water rinse residue), 
surface defects on Nb. and craters created by discharge activ: v on all samples. The work­
ers found no dependence of emission characteristics on cathode material within these live 
emission types.
Around 50% of the particles that showed enhanced emission were smaller than 0.5 
/un. Mechanical polishing with final ultra-pure water rinsing of the copper was found to 
be very effective in the reduction of enhanced emission. Contaminant-free grain boundaries 
were not seen to cause enhanced (ield emission up to 200 MV/m. However, contamination 
was found at a majority of the emission sites for all the materials.
A similar technique was used by Cox et al /1 .19). A beam tracking technique and 
"probe-hole" SEM was used to investigate anomalous emission sites. In this apparatus, a 
biased movable anode with a small hole in it was rastered across the surface of a cathode. 
A small probe detected the electrons that passed through the hole. The SEM imaged any 
enhanced emission sites.
The cathode used was a polished stainless steel disk, roughened on a lathe (to create 
possible omission sites). The anode was a polished. 20 mm diameter plate with two probe 
holes of 500 mm and 5 mm diameters. Care was taken to keep the electrodes clean for 
I'HV.
Emission sites typically delivered currents of 10 nA at -1.8 M V/m. The authors 
assumed that the emission was a result of field enhancement at the tip of a sharp micro­
protrusion. Fowler-Xordheim plots gave an enhancement factor 3  of 7:15, and an emitting
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area of 0.5 frrr. These parameters correspond to cither a conical (29 fim high. 0 .0 2  /.im tip 
radius) or cylindrical (11 fim high. 0.015 fim tip) projection. The resolution of the SEM was 
about 0 .1 fj.m, so at least the base of the conical projection could have been seen. However. 
SEM micrographs showed no such protrusions on the surface. Instead, a small insulating 
particle 5 /ira in diameter was found. The field was increased to 12 M V/m, whereupon the 
current suddenly dropped to 10 picoamperes. I ’pon further SEM viewing, the particle had 
disappeared (evidence of the "conditioning Effect''). Three additional emission sites were 
detected on the roughened cathode surface. No particles were resolved at that time under 
SEM viewing, but the emission area was covered with machining marks from the lathe tool.
Jimenez et al have investigated emission from selectively contaminated cathode sur­
faces [ 151. Similar to the FESM. a tungsten anode was scanned over the surface of the 
cathode to locate emission sites. SEM and Energy-Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) 
were used to identify the emission site.
Emission sites from electropolished Nb and mechanically polished gold cathodes 
were examined. Some of the Nb samples had been anodized to grow thick oxide layers. 
The samples were contaminated with ~  20 ^m particles of various composition: insulators 
(AloOa. SiO?). metals with conducting surfaces (Ag. Au. Fe). and metals with insulating 
oxides (Nb. Ti).
The insulating particles. AloO.j and SiOo. showed substantially lower emission cur­
rents than the metallic particles on any given substrate. The particles that gave the highest 
emission currents were those with naturally oxide free surfaces (e.g. Ag, Au). or those with 
thin conducting oxides (e.g. Fe). Particles with insulating oxide layers, Nb and Ti, showed 
low levels of emission under the range of fields. The presence of a thick oxide layer on 
the Nb cathodes showed little effect on the individual emission behavior of the particles. 
Strong emission was also seen from Au particle on Au substrates. In addition, particles 
with insulating oxide layers lost their capacity to charge under the SEM beam after they 
had emitted. The authors speculated that the emission currents may have rendered the
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oxide layer conductive.
These experiments reveal that the particle-vacuum interface plays a larger role than 
the particle-substrate interface. The author '.entatively ascribes the results to the metal mi­
croprotrusion model. The geometric enhancement to the electric field from the projections 
on the surface of the particles would increase the tunneling current. This model, however, 
still does not explain the magnitude of the emission currents. It is im portant to note that 
the background pressure in these experiments wn- n the range of 10- 3  to IQ- 7  Torr. The 
authors did not report removing the adsorbed adventitious carbon and water layer, that 
forms from air exposure, from these samples by a heat cycle. If the samples were heated 
to remove this layer of gas, a monolayer of adsorbed gases from the chamber would never­
theless form in approximately 0.1 second at 10~ 5 Torr (1  sec at 10- 6  Torr. etc.). In either 
case, the samples were likely to be coated with a thin layer of hydrocarbon and water in 
this pressure range. As will be discussed in a later section, adsorbed gas plays a major role 
in enhanced field emission.
Results from several investigations into the nature of field emission sites have revealed 
that, almost without exception, the em itter is closely associated with a foreign particulate. 
Shown in Tabic 2 .1  are results from several studies. The cathode material, the presence of 
its oxide, the emitters found, and the presence of their oxide is given. A plethora of work 
has been done to locate and analyze (both structurally and chemically) em itter sites on 
extended area electrodes. The data in Table 2.1 reveals that, with exception, the presence 
of an insulating oxide layer may play a role in field emission suppression. Indeed, the most 
"popular" materials for high voltage electrode design are stainless steel and titanium, both 
of which have very hard, resilient oxide layers. Jimenez et al [35| observed the effects of 
exposing a damage site, created in vacuum by a diamond indentation, to air for oxidation. 
The damaged gold cathode (Au does not form a native oxide), showed stable and repeatable 
emission behavior before and after exposure to air. Emission from niobium, which does form 
a native oxide, showed variability after the air exposure, suggesting some effect by the native
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Investigator Cathode Material Oxide Emitters Oxide
Niedermann et al [3-1} Niobium Yos C No
s No
Mo No
Ti Yos
Ag No
Pupeter et al 117] OFHC’ Cu No S No
Al Yes Al. Mg »>
Allen et al [13[ Cu-C'r Alloy ■) Al. Fe •>
Noer et al [351 Nb No C No
S No
MoS2 No
Jimenez et al [15| Nb No Ag, Au . No
Table 2.1: Results from several investigation on localized em itter composition.
oxide. It is true, though, that materials that form conducting or semiconducting oxides, 
such as high-purity vacuum-melted copper [ 19). do not show copious levels of emission, 
without the presence of contaminants. Further studies are needed to elucidate the effects 
of an insulating oxide layer in field emission suppression.
Another phenomenon associated with high voltage vacuum insulation, that of mi­
croparticle transport across a high voltage gap. is reviewed in the next section.
2.2  M icrop artic les
Microparticles have been regarded as a source of breakdown [6 ] between metal elec­
trodes. Electric field of sufficient strength cause microparticle detachment and acceleration 
of the particles across the gap. Upon impact, the particle dissipates its energy as heat or 
mechanical shock. Electrode material may vaporize. If the amount of material expelled 
into the gap is above some critical value, an avalanche of charged particles will ensue, and 
an arc may form. Often seen in high voltage electrode experiments is a rapid "turn-on" 
effect. Turn-on is characterized by a rapid increase of current of several orders of magni­
tude. Microparticle impact creates crater damage on the surface [7] and may be a source 
of contamination, which may lead to the emission sites often seen in probe investigations.
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The charge and velocity of microparticles from outgased, polished electrodes has 
been measured by Texier [7|. To estimate the charge on a microparticle, half-spheroid 
particle shapes were assumed with a major axis a and minor axis b. The , .trticle then gets 
an amount or charge Q according to the relation:
Q ~ n e E b 23 (\) .  (2 . 1 )
The A in the function J(A) is the ratio of half-major to half-minor axis of the half-spheroid 
particle. The mass of the particle is written as density times volume, and deduced from the 
experimental procedures.
The experiment consisted of a stainless steel grid (0.15 mm wires 1.5 mm spacing) 
serving as one electrode. The opposite electrode, copper or tin. was spaced 5 mm from 
the grid. After a particle had passed through the grid, it moved through the electrostatic 
detector, which consisted of a series of cylinders: a trigger cylinder, the detecting cylinder, 
and two guard cylinders. A charged particle moving through the cylinders induces a  charge 
Q by electrostatic influence. This signal was amplified and recorded. The particle finally 
impacted on a collector plate for later identification.
The size of the detected particles ranged from fractions of micrometers to 8  microm­
eter and sometimes more. The velocity ranged from a few m /s (large particles) to about 
200 m/'s. The threshold voltage for particle emission varied, ranging from a few kV up to 50 
kV (10 M V/m). Microparticles were observed during times of constant voltage, but most 
were omitted during a voltage increase. The total number ranged from a few to about a 
hundred for freshly polished electrodes.
Microparticle identification was done through optical metallography. W ith a copper 
anode and stainless steel collector, yellow-red microparticles were observed on the surface 
of the collector, apparently Cu. For a  tin anode with Ti collector, tin spots about 4 microns 
in diameter appeared on the collector. Larger Al spots and some iron were also detected. 
These were assumed to be impurities in the anode material. Particle were observed from 
both cathodes and anodes.
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Microparticles may be responsible for the so-called Total Voltage effect [8 |. This 
effect is based on experimental evidence th a t shows a relationship between the breakdown 
voltage and the gap spacing of a given electrode system. At low gap spacing (d < 0.5mm), 
a linear relationship exists between breakdown voltage and gap spacing:
Vbocd ( 2 .2 )
For larger gap spacing, d > 2.0mm.  a non-linear relationship takes over:
I'bccd? (2.3)
Where a  < 1 . This dependence on breakdown voltage has been empirically verilied by 
several investigations [6.36|.
2 .3  F ield  E m is^ o n  M odels
Most experimental evidence has shown that the location of emission sites on extended 
area electrodes is strongly correlated with surface anomalies. Several observations have been 
made concerning the local emission sites:
1 . Unreasonable geometric enhancement factors. J . and emitting areas, a. are deduced 
from the rowler-N'ordheim equation.
2. Electron energy spectra from em itters on broad-area electrodes do not match those 
of known metallic emitters.
3. Electroluminescence, a non-metallic phenomenon, is often observed from emission 
sites.
4. Presence of foreign particles or inclusions in the material near the emission sites.
These observations have led Latham and co-workers in developing [1] the Metal- Insulator- 
Metal (MIM) model and the Metal-lnsulator-Vacuum (MIV) model. These studies are based 
on results obtained from experiments tha t measure the spatial distribution of emission sites,
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their chemical nature, and the energy distribution of the emitted electrons. These emission 
models contrast the traditional model of enhanced fields via sharp microprotrusions, the 
so-called Microprotrusion Model (MM). The physical basis leading to the development of 
these model will be reviewed in the following sections.
2.3.1 T h e  A nom alous Em itter S tru cture
The past experimental evidence indicates anomalous emission sites on an extended- 
area cathode surface are not simple metallic structures. Several investigations have indicated 
emitters are contaminants resting on the surface of the electrode, or "built-in" dielectric 
inclusions. It is certainly possible that both these structures be present on a cathode surface. 
To begin to understand how a dielectric structure could be involved in emission of electrons 
due to an strong applied field, a generalized metal-insulator-vacuum structure is drawn in 
Fig. 2.5.
Insulators are usually thought of as having very few mobile charge carriers. In prac­
tice, however, the "band structure" of insulators, or the discrete levels of energy in the 
material, is slightly blurred due to structural imperfections and impurities. The insulating 
• em itter sites and oxide layers found on broad-area electrodes are usually amorphous and 
impure. In this case, the insulators take on "semiconductor-like" properties [37|. Some 
insulators, including many oxides (SiC>2 , AI2 O3 ) may have a relatively high charge carrier 
density. The carriers, however, are trapped at these structural imperfections, and the insu­
lating nature stems from the low mobility of the carriers. In the context of the anomalous 
em itter structure, a description of charge injection into and transport through a semicon­
ductor will be reviewed in the following sections. First, attention is turned to the energy 
band diagrams of metals, insulator, and semiconductors.
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Figure 2.5: The general metal-insulator-vacuum structure used for discussion. The insulator 
can be an oxide layer or some dielectric inclusion in the surface.
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2 .3 .2  E nergy B and  Diagram s
Metals, semiconductors, and insulators are characterized by the position of their 
valence and conduction band energy in the solid. Energy band diagrams are useful in 
describing the electronic properties of materials. Figure 2.G represents the energy band 
positions for each material. In a metal, the conduction hands an d  va lence bands overlap, 
so some electrons are free to move about the metal and contribute to the conduction of 
the material. Pure insulators are characterized by a large gap between the conduction 
and vale:, band 5-10 eV). The conduction band is empty, so there is no substantial 
electron current flow at room temperatures. Semiconductors have a small gap. on the order 
of E,j -  1 eV. The conduction band is mostly empty, and the valence band is mostly full. 
The conductivity of a pure semiconductor is due solely to the electron movement in the 
conduction band, and the motion of positive "holes" in the valence band. Holes can be 
considered as positive charge sites created by the absence of an electron. This type of 
pure semiconductor is called intrinsic. Silicon and germanium are examples of intrinsic 
semiconductors.
An extrinsic semiconductor is created by introducing a  chemical impurity in the 
lattice with one more or one less valence electron than the host atom. The addition of these 
impurities create new "states" within the energy band gap. For example, if phosphorous, 
with 5 valence electrons is added to silicon, with -1 valence electrons, an additional electron 
will be present for each impurity. This type of impurity is called a "donor". An electron 
state will be created just below the bottom of the conduction band. These electrons can be 
freed with a small amount of energy 25 rneV) and enter the conduction band. This type 
of semiconductor is termed n-type. If boron, with 3 valence electrons, is added to silicon, a 
hole will be created for each impurity site. This type of impurity is called an "acceptor". 
The hole states are created just above the top of the valence band. As with electrons, holes 
can be excited to conduct electricity with small amounts of energy. This type of material is 
termed p-type. The Fermi energy of an intrinsic semiconductor lies at the midpoint of the
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Figure 2.6: Energy bands for (a) a metal, (b) a semiconductor, and (c) an  insulator. 
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gap (E f ~ (Ev +• Ec)/2). When the material is doped with acceptor atoms, E f  lies below 
the mid-gap energy. If the dopant is a donor atom, the Fermi level lies above the mid-gap 
energy. The band diagrams for n-type, p-type. and intrinsic semiconductors are shown in 
Fig. 2.7.
The energy band diagrams are useful in understanding the electron transport through 
metal-semiconductor barriers and electron emission in vacuum from semiconductor-vacuum 
surfaces. The current models for enhanced field emission consider the em itting structure 
as an n-type semiconductor (high density of "donor” atoms). Therefore, the following 
discussion of the metal-semiconductor interface is restricted to n-type materials.
2 .3 .3  T h e  M eta l-S em icon d u ctor  Interface
Figure 2 .8 a shows band diagrams for an isolated metal and an n-type semiconductor. 
(pM and <p„ are the work functions of the metal and semiconductor, respectively. The 
semiconductor is also characterized by its electron affinity. \ .  The electron affinity is the 
energy required to bring an electron from the top of the conduction band to the vacuum 
level. Figure 2.8b shows the band diagram when the metal and semiconductor are brought 
to contact. Before contact. E f, > Epst■ Thermodynamic equilibrium requires that, after 
contact, the Fermi level be constant throughout the system. To equilibrate the Fermi level, 
electrons must be transferred into the metal to raise £V \,. This depletes the semiconductor 
of electrons in a region near the interface. The semiconductor is "less n-type" in this region, 
and the conduction and valence bands bend upward as shown in Fig. 2.8b. An electron at 
the Fermi level of the metal must surmount the potential barrier q(<PM -  \ )  in order to 
reach the conduction band of the ' ‘ miconductor. This tvpe of transport mechanism is 
called Schottky emission.
If metal contacts are placed on either side of a semiconductor and a voltage applied, 
the electric field E  causes the bands in the semiconductor to slope, as shown in Fig. 2.9b. 
If the field is sufficient, the barrier is thinned and electrons from the negative electrode will
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Figure 2.7: Energy bands for (a) intrinsic, (b) n-type, and (c) p-type semiconductors.
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Figure 2.8: (a) Isolated metal band diagram (work function <pm and Fermi level ) and 
semiconductor (work function <pa and Fermi level E f,- (b) Schottky barrier formation at 
metal-semiconductor interface.
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tunnel to the vacant conduction band states of the semiconductor, rather than surmount 
the barrier as in Schottky emission. This process is shown in Fig. 2.9b.
2 .3 .4  E lectrical T ransport T hrough  Insulators
As stated, the difference between semiconductors and insulators is the energy gap 
between the conduction band and the valence band. E0. The anomalous em itter structure 
often shows insulating properties, but the insulator is assumed to be amorphous and im­
pure, and takes on semiconductor-like properties. There are several mechanisms by which 
electrons can move through an insulator after having been injected into the conduction 
band. These are:
•  Space-C'harge-Limited (SC'L) Conduction. This type of conduction occurs when the 
rate at which charge carriers are being injected into the insulator exceeds the rate at 
which the carriers can move through the insulator. Further charge injection is dis­
couraged by the formation of a arge cloud. SLC Conduction is shown in Fig. 2.10a.
•  Ionic Conduction. This conduction mechanism is based on ionic rather than electronic 
motion. Ions have very low mobility, and require high (1-3 eV) energies to make 
difFusive jumps through the lattice. This mechanism is shown in Fig. 2.10b.
•  Intrinsic Conduction. Negligible at room temperature for large band-gap insulators 
(several eV), this mechanism involves a direct electronic excitation from the valence 
band to the conduction band.
•  Poole-Frenkel Emission. An internal emission process whereby bulk charges trapped 
by impurity levels in the band gap are transferred to the conduction band. Impurity 
states are created by structural imperfection in the lattice that lead to allowable states 
within the band gap. Electrons are "trapped'’ in the defect center, and the center in 
neutralized. With the application of a  high Reid, the potential wells are distorted, as 
shown in Fig. 2.10c. The electrons can be thermally activated to escape the well and
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Figure 2.9: Barrier limited conduction mechanisms in a metal-semiconductor interface, (a) 
Schottky emission, (b) tunneling. From Oliring i.'lT. page l(i(i|
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jum p to the next trap. The equation for Poole-Frenkel emission is
7 3£ vJ PF -  c E e x p ( ^  ) exp _L ( t E
k T  \  7T(u (2.4)
where c is a constant, Et is the depth of the trap, and e; is the insulator dielectric 
constant.
2 .3 .5  T h e Sem iconductor-V acuum  Interface
Attention is now turned to the structure of the semiconductor surface . Corner [ 10. 
pages 2l-29| considers the potentials surface barrier presented to conduction electrons in a 
semiconductor, and the treatm ent is followed closely in this section.
At the surface of a semiconductor, the ions have dangling bonds because they are 
in the top layer of the material. Hence, the lattice is distorted at the surface, leading to an 
asymmetrical charge distribution [38|. In particular, the periodicity of the lattice is lost, and 
when Schrodinger’s equation is solved one finds solutions that are confined to the surface. 
This gives rise to the surface "states". These waves exist only in the forbidden band of the 
solid. Surface imperfections and impurities also contribute to the density of surface states. 
Figure 2.11 is a band diagram for an n-type semiconductor, shown with surface acceptor 
states. Es. Valence band electrons fill these trap states, resulting in a negatively charged, 
subsurface layer. Electrons in the conduction band of the semiconductor are repelled by 
the charged layer, and must do work to overcome it. This potential can be considered 
analogous to the work function of a metal. If there are no surface states, an applied electric 
field penetrates the semiconductor. The bands slope, and electrons tunnel through the 
Schottky barrier into the conduction band of the semiconductor. If the density of surface 
states is sufficient, the charge will concentrate there, and the field will not penetrate | 1 0 |. 
The tunneling of electrons through the Schottky barrier will be reduced. The surface band 
structure will become im portant as the development of the insulator-based field emission 
model.
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Figure 2.10: Bulk limited conduction mechanisms, (a) Space-charge-limited duction. 
(b) Ionic conduction of cations, (c) Poole-Frenkel emission from trap  states. E{ is the well 
depth. From Ohring (37. page 467|.
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Figure 2.11: Band structure effects of the surface charge and depletion region in an n-type 
semiconductor. From Goraer [10, page 24].
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2 .3 .6  M etal-Insu lator-V acuum  M odel
The findings of Latham and co-workers have led to non-rnetallic emission models. 
The Metal-Insulator-'Vacuum (MIV) model is shown in Fig. 2.12. An insulating particle or 
inclusion is built into the surface of the metal. This could be a foreign inclu*;' •>. or perhaps 
a portion of the native oxide layer. The model assumes the insulating em iss io n  -.no ronrains 
a high number of trap states and donor states (e.g. impurities, defects), on the order of 
~  l 0 2 4 /m 3. A blocking contact (Schottky Barrier) will exist at the metal-insulator interface 
if o m > Q[ where 0m and 0 / are the work functions of the metal and insulator, respectively. 
The entire process proposed by Latham is shown in Fig. 2.13. With the application of an 
electric field, any mobile charge carriers in the insulator move toward the insulator-vacuuin 
(IV) interface (Fig. 2.13b). At medium fields (Fig. 2.13c). electrons are injected into the 
conduction band of the insulator, and trap states on the surface are filled (to this point, no 
ejection of electrons into the vacuum has occurred). Due to the increased space charge in 
the insulator, the bands are flattened (Fig. 2.13d). The injection and movement of charge 
in the insulator stop.
As the field is increased, the bands are sloped further. The IV barrier is sufficiently 
thinned to allow tunneling through the Schottky barrier and into the conduction band of 
the insulator(Fig. 2.13e). Since bulk trap states are filled, electrons do not lose energy as 
they move through the conduction band (no Poole-Frenkel emission). The electrons are 
accelerated by the applied field (Latham assumes the concentration of surface states is 
low enough to allow field penetration), and a burst of "hot" electrons is emitted into the 
vacuum.
A steady state is quickly developed. Hot electrons (E  2 > keT)  generated near the 
surface (at the surface states) reduce the insulator-vacuum potential barrier. The external 
field will penetrate further into the surface of the insulator, increasing the tunneling proba­
bility. As the electrons near the surface s tate  barrier are preferentially emitted, the surface 
field will be increased (better penetration by the field). Holes in the insulator (created near
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Figure 2.12: Illustration of the Metal-Insulator-Vacuum structures on extended area cath­
odes.
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the IV interface) move back toward the MI interface, lowering the metal insulator barrier 
further. This process continues until the a highly conducting state is reached, and the 
emission has reached a “turn-on" state (Fig. 2.l3f).
2 .3 .7  M eta l-In su la tor-M eta l M odel
The Metal-Insulator-Metal model [9| assumes a metallic flake-like particle on cathode 
surface, as shown in Fie . 2 . 1 2 b. The flake will tend to orient itself with the electric field 
lines, hence acting as an "antenna" and enhancing the field strength in the insulating native 
oxide layer of the cathode surface. Electrons are then injected into the insulating layer by 
the same process as in the MIV model, gaining energy through the conduction band of the 
oxide layer from the enhanced electric field. A more detailed diagram of the  conditions for 
MIM emission is shown in Fig. 2.14.
2 .4  S u m m ary
This section was intended to present the current state of understanding (and spec­
ulation) of enhanced emission from broad-area electrodes. The proposed models are based 
on experimental evidence that electron emission from extended area electrodes is not solely 
metallic in nature. Direct SEM imaging, Auger analysis of enhanced emission sites, and en­
ergy distribution measurements of the emitted electrons, indicate that the  anomalous field 
omission from extended area electrodes is driven by non-metallic surface abnormalities. The 
pure Microprotrusion Model has been largely dismissed due to these findings. However, one 
cannot ignore the empirical observation that lower levels of emission are usually obtained 
from a smoother electrode surface [3). If the mechanism of pure field emission from a sharp 
protrusion is to be assumed, it must be modified somehow to account for the unrealistic 
geometries deduced from the Fowler-Nordheim equation.
The oxide layers and foreign insulating inclusions that are found are assumed to 
contain lattice imperfections and impurities. The lattice imperfections in the insulating
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Figure 2.13: Energy band diagram for Latham's Metal-insulator-Vacuum model [lj.
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Figure 2.14: (a) An illustration describing how electrons can be scattered into the vacuum 
from the “antenna" effect of a metal flake on the electrode surface, (b) A diagram of the 
equipotential lines within the insulating layer, showing the field enhancement from the metal 
particulate. From Latham [1].
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materials act as traps for electrical charge [39). The insulating "particle” in Latham's 
insulator-based models assumes trapping levels on the order of 1 0 2 4 /m 3. It also assumes 
donor atom densities of ~  l024 /m 3. Alteration of these factors by ion implantation, either 
in the oxide layer or individual localized chemical impurities in the surface, is the goal of 
this thesis work.
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Chapter 3
Plasma Source Ion Implantation
3.1 S y stem  D escr ip tio n
In the course of this thesis, a 100 kV PSII system was designed and developed at 
William and Mary for processing large area work pieces. A schematic of the W&-.M PSII is 
shown in Fig. 3.1. The irnplanter has three critical components: the vacuum system, the 
pulse forming network (PFN) and the plasma generation system.
The vacuum system has a base pressure of lO-1’ Torr. Operation of the plasma 
during the implantation requires a stable operational pressure of 0.5 mTorr. Mass flow 
controllers are used to introduce source gases. A 150 I/s turbo molecular pump is used for 
pumping the implant species from the chamber.
The PFX delivers a high voltage (up to 10 kV) pulse train at a maximum repetition 
rate of 40 Hz. Maximum current at 10 kV is 300 Amps. The pulse is delivered through a 
10:1 step up transformer to achieve a peak voltage of 100 kV and a peak current of 30 A 
(for convenience, the combination of the pulse forming network and the transformer will be 
referred to as the PFN"). The square pulse is 10 ^s long with < l^s rise time. <10% ripple, 
and fall times on the order of a few ps. For repairs and maintenance, the energy stored in 
the PFN capacitors is automatically shunted to ground in a fail-sife mode. All high voltage 
components are shielded from contact.
Plasma generation is accomplished by a sustained diode scheme. A hot tungsten
51
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filament is used to emit electrons therrnionically into the chamber. The filament (the 
cathode) is biased negatively to - iO V .  A small plate (the anode) placed adjacent to the 
filament is biased positively 50 V to collect the electrons. The gas is partially aized and 
a plasma is ignited. The plasma generation circuit is shown in Fig. 3.1.
Once the discharge is initiated and stable, high voltage pulses are applied to the 
workpiece by the PFN. The dynamics of the plasma during the application of the high 
voltage pulse train will be addressed in the next section.
3 .2  P la sm a  D yn am ics
A plasma is an assembly of charged particles whose collective motion is dominated 
by electromagnetic forces. Neutral gas atoms may also be present, and may contribute to 
the behavior of the plasma. Plasmas that are used in material processing are about 1 - 5‘/( 
ionized. The plasma electrons, ions, and neutrals, are described by their temperatures. Te 3> 
Ti «  Tq. The subscripts e, i, and g refer to the electrons, ions, and neutrals, respectively.
The plasma sheath is a positively charged thin layer adjacent to all surfaces in 
contact with the plasma. The sheath develops due to the differences in the relative thermal 
velocities of electrons (P)/,, = \/T e/m e), and the ions (Vt/li -  v'T>/r,l«)- The temperatures 
Te and T, are given in units of electrons volts (eV). and obey a Maxwellian distribution. In 
a quasi-neutrai ylasma. where the potential. <f>, and the electric field. E. arc zero, electrons 
would be quickly lost to the walls due to their relatively higher tem perature and lower mass. 
Indeed, the electrons have velocities th a t are on the order of 100 times greater than tha t 
of the ions. As a result, a situation shown in Fig. 3.2 occurs. Electrons near the walls 
(normally ground) are quickly lost due to their higher velocity. W hat remains is a thin, 
positively charged region of ions (ne «C n t). The potential profile tha t develops is shown in 
Fig. 3.3. The electric field across the sheath is directed outward toward the walls. This field 
forces electrons into the plasma and ions out of the plasma. The plasma potential comes 
to equilibrium such that the net charge gain (creation of charged species) from the power
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Figure 3.1: William and Mary Plasma Source Ion Implantation apparatus
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Figure 3.2: Generalized sheath formation. A positively charged layer forms near the surface 
of the chamber walls. A potential barrier is formed that prevents further electron loss to 
the wall. Ions traverse the sheath with kinetic energy eVp.
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input is balanced with the net charge loss. The electric field does not term inate abruptly at 
the sheath boundary, but rather extends slightly into the plasma. This region outside the 
sheath is called the pre-sheath, and ions traversing the pre-sheath gain energy through a
potential drop of ss Te/2. The ions are accelerated to a speed of ug = sJeT^/M (the Bohm 
sound speed) [-10|. The electron density near the sheath edge follows a Maxwell-Boltzmann 
distribution ne{x) = neae ^ x^ Tr. where nea is the density of electrons a t the sheath edge. 
For convenience, <f>(x) is taken to be zero at the sheath edge.
When a metal boundary in a plasma is suddenly subjected to a high negative po­
tential ($  <C Te ), the electrons near the boundary are expelled (ne -+ 0 ). W hat remains 
is an ion-rich region, the so-called ion matrix sheath. If the assumption is made that the 
ion density is uniform, the thickness of the ion matrix sheath of density ra, can be found In- 
applying Poisson's equation:
dE ena
dx c0
E  = —  x CM)
Co
d*t>
dx
■E
<D = (3.2)
W ith = — Vra, the thickness of the matrix sheath can be obtained:
n e V
s = (3.3)
V en„
Defining the Debye length as Ad -  v/c 0Te/ e n a, the matrix sheath thickness s can be written 
as
s - X d \ J y ^- (3.4)
The Debye length is a characteristic parameter used to describe the shielding effects of the 
sheath. For the quasi-neutrality condition to hold true, the number of charged particles in 
a  sphere of radius Ad is required to be much greater than one. Or, the Debye length must
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Figure 3.3: Generalized sheath density profile. In the bulk, the plasma is still quasi-neutral. 
At A, (the ion mean free path) from the wall, the plasma density begins to fall from the 
bulk value (presheath), but the quasi-neutrality condition still holds. In the sheath, the ion 
density becomes greater than the electron density.
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be much less than the chamber dimensions, L. The Debye length for laboratory plasmas is 
on the order of microns to millimeters.
W ith the application of an instantaneous negative voltage to a metal boundary 
in a plasma, the sheath begins to expand from the steady state Child-Langmuir sheath. 
Lieberman [41] considers the evolution of the plasma after the application of a high, negative 
voltage Vc a t t = 0 . In Fig. 3.4, is the plasma density, su is the ion matrix sheath thickness, 
and j . pi -  \J/ e 2n  o / c M  is the ion plasma frequency. Lieberman derives a time-dependent 
expression for the sheath expansion, and this derivation is presented below.
First, A few assumptions can be made:
•  The ions, due to their relatively larger mass, are stationary for all time t.
•  Electrons are inertia-less.
•  The charge voltage Va is much greater than Te, so \ q is much less than s„.
•  A quasi-static sheath forms before and after the voltage pulse.
•  The electric field remains unchanged during the ion motion across the sheath, i.e. the 
sheath expansion is small.
The Child-Langmuir law for current density Jc for a voltage Va crossing a sheath s
where c„ is the permittivity of free space, e is the electron charge, and M  is the mass of 
the ion. As the ions in the matrix sheath begin to accelerate toward the workpiece, the 
ion density in the sheath begins to decrease. The ability of the positive sheath to shield
plasma to maintain the quasi-neutrality condition. The net charge crossing the expanding 
sheath boundary is
is [421
(3.5)
the workpiece from the plasma is compromised. The sheath must expand in order for the
(3.6)
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Figure 3.4: Expansion of the ion-matrix sheath. At t = 0. electrons are expelled away from 
the workpiece to a distance sQ. revealing the ions.
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The first term  in the equation accounts for the moving sheath uncovering more ions. The 
second term accounts for the acceleration of the ions to the sheath edge. Setting Eq. 3.5 
equal to Eq. 3.6, one can solve for the sheath velocity d s /d t :
ds 2 s“u0 
dt ~ 9 -  (3.?;
where .s0 = \ f2e0U0/en„ is the initial matrix sheath thickness, and u0 - y  2el'„/A/ is the 
characteristic ion velocity. Integrating this equation yields
\  _ s _ “ e* , 's<tanh " 1 — --------= —  t- tanh (3.8)
K U O . /  8 c  L SCL  \ 8 C l J  8 c  L
Where scl is the thickness of the Child-Langmuir sheath. sa is the initial ion matrix sheath
thickness, and s' is the time-dependent position of the ion matrix sheath. This equation can
be used to calculate the distance the expanding ion matrix sheath travels during the time
the pulse is on. The final sheath thickness is critical. If the sheath expands too far. an arc
may form between the workpiece and the chamber walls. Also, the pressure must be low
enough to ensure the mean free path  of the ions is greater than the final sheath thickness.
Otherwise, ions will lose energy through collisions with the background gas. In the limit of
small sheath expans;on, that is. when the pulse ends long before the steady state C'hild-law
sheath, s c l • has formed, s s c l • Assuming s,, »  s c l > the position of the sheath edge as
a function of time can be found by expanding cqn. 3.8 and obtaining
s = a0 [(2 /3 U '^  + l | l/3. (3.9)
For pulse widths on the order of 10us, and plasma densities on the order of l0 l0 /cm J . 
one obtains the plot of sheath position as a function of time shown in Fig. 3.5. The 
sheath expands from the initial ion matrix sheath thickness to approximately 8  cm from the 
workpiece. The steady state Child-1- '• sheath for a 30 kV pulse would be approximately 2 0  
cm. The pulse is shut off long before the steady state Child-law sheath forms. The mean 
free path can be estimated by the crude approximation
Kn/p - 5  x lO-3/ P  (3.10)
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with Amfp given in units of centimeters, and P in Torr. At P = 5 x 10 ‘ Torr. \ m/ P - 10 
centimeters. The ion matrix sheath, during the 10 jis pulse, can be considered collisionless. 
Sou- fraction of the implanted ions come from inside the ion matrix sheath, and the re­
mainder cross the sheath boundary and gain the full implant energy, if no collisional energy
loss takes place. Assuming that the charge density in the ion matrix sheath is initially 
uniform, the electric field varies as
E = —  ( x - s )  (3.11)
or, since Xp, -  v'e-n„/eA/.
E - - - - jTMx - s ). (3.12)e w
The ion motion in the electric field is F /m  -  E / (M e)  - drx /d t2 ~ ~p,(x -•*)• The distance 
the ion m a1 sheath edge propagates can be approximated by s -  s„ r {da/dt)„t. From 
eqn. 3.7. one can now write
drx o 2
d~t2 = (x -  so) “  g (3.13)
The above equation can be integrated to obtain
2 2
x  -  su = {xa -  s„) cosh(x>,0 -  (jSoSinh(u.p,0  f ~yi0t (3.11)
with x = xQ and dx/dt  = 0, at t = 0. The ion flight time across the sheath can be computed 
by setting x = 0  in the above equation and obtaining
2 2
So = {Xo  -  S o)cosh(u-p,0 -  7 SosinhU’ptf) -F (3.1-j)
Ions th a t traverse the entire sheath travel a distance x„, therefore
2 2
^o|x=x0 ~ gsinh(u.‘pjf) — giiot. (3 .Hi)
The above equation can be solved for a normalized time i = Xptt = 2.7. After f, all matrix
sheath ions have implanted. The ions from the matrix sheath arrive at the surface with
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Figure 3.5: Sheath position as a function of time after instantaneous 30 kV voltage pulse. 
Plasma density is I0 l0 /cm 3.
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an energy distribution E  < qVc■ Since x pi is proportional to sjno, higher density plasmas 
will result in a low i. A larger percentage of the impacting ions will be those tha t crossed 
the matrix sheath and gained the full implant energy. The plasma density in the VV&M 
PSII was measured to be about l09 /cm 3. so Xpi «  1 MHz. The matrix sheath ions, then, 
are implanted after about a  microsecond. The remainder of the ions have gained the full 
energy, assuming a collisionless sheath. The W&M PSII pulse width is 10 /xsec. so it is 
expected that a majority of the ions reach the surface with the full implant energy.
Scheuer et al [42| make the assumption that the ions outside the matrix sheath have 
zero velocity when the sheath edge reaches them (ub = 0). Again, equating the Child- 
Langrauir law. eqn. 3.5. equal to the net charge arriving a t the target, eqn. 3.6, with the 
assumption of zero initial velocity, one can solve for the sheath velocity:
Integrating this equation, one obtains the solution for sheath position as a function of time:
This is the same solution found by Lieberman with the assumption of small sheath expan­
sion. s s c l -
The temporal expansion of the ion matrix sheath edge has been calculated numeri­
cally [43|. analytically [42|, and measured experimentally with Langmuir probes [441. Re­
sults from Malik et al [45] are shown in Fig. 3.6. The sheath edge as a function of time is 
shown for several target biases. Experimental measurements compare well with theory.
3.3 PSII Operation
3.3.1 P u lse  Form ing N etw ork
The pulse forming network was constructed by North Star C’orporatio.. in Albu­
querque, NM to the required specifications. It was integrated into the PSII system to be
s  =  s0 [ ( 2 / 3 ) x ^  +  1 | 1 /3 . (3.18)
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of experimental measurements of sheath position and the analytical 
solution for sheath propagation. From Malik [45|.
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Figure 3.7: Schematic of W & M PSII Pulse Forming Network and step-up transformer
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safe and easy to operate. The schematic of the PFN is shown in Fig. 3.7. The PFN forms a 
square pulse as follows: ( 1 ) the capacitor bank is charged by the high voltage power supply 
to the required voltage, (2 ) the trigger unit initiates breakdown in the thyratron. which is 
a gas-filled tube switch. (3) the circuit is complete, and current begins to flow. At t -  0. 
current flows from the first capacitor, C6 . As the voltage across C6  drops, the inductor L2 
resists the current flow from the next capacitor. C l. Thus, the charge from C'l is delayed 
slightly. The capacitors continue to sequentially discharge in this manner until all have de­
livered their charge through the thyratron. The natural ring in the circuit causes a reverse 
voltage to appear across the thyratron. This reverse voltage term inates the current and 
initiates the recovery stage of the tube. The capacitors are recharged for the next pulse.
During development at North Star, the W&M PFN was matched to a 3.3/eH resistor, 
and tuned to deliver a square-shaped pulse. However, the plasma presents a very non-linear 
impedance load to the PFN. The unit was designed to be easily tuned by changing the 
inductor values. In order to ensure that the PFN would deliver a square-shaped pulse, the 
effective resistance and capacitance of the plasma during the pulse (ion matrix expansion 
stage) needed to be understood. The following sections address the efforts to model the 
PFN and plasma during the pulse.
3.3 .2  P u lse  Shaping
Qin et al [46| developed a model of an equivalent circuit of a plasma load and 
its effective time-dependent impedance. An equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 3.8. The 
factor Go is defined as a constant conductance presented to the PFN by the plasma. The 
functions G\{t)  and C(f) are the time varying conductance and capacitance of the system.
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Figure 3.8: From Qin et al [46|. The equivalent circuit of a  plasma during a high voltage 
pulse
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respectively. The analytical functions derived by Qin for the impedance are
Co
s{t)CV) = ~
G ' w  -  Lli) G-
- 1 / 3  .i / 2  \  - 1
•’p it +  I)  ) 7  - ( t h 1
2
G o =  r
5 eriiUo
9 V
(a .19)
The functions are given in units of Q *m 2. The effective impedance should consider 
the secondary electron emission coefficient, the target area. i.e. G -  G ■ .4 (7 , f L) and 
C  = C -.4 (7 , H I).
These functions were used as dynamic capacitance and resistance ( I /G)  values in a 
commercial circuit simulation software package, Micro-C'ap V. The PFN could be modeled 
with the software, and the pulse shap' altered by simply changing the inductor values in 
the program. Figure 3.9 shows the simulated waveform.
Figure 3.10 shows a representative pulse (this particular pulse is only 25 kV peak) 
from the tuned PFN with the plasma as load. The pulse trace shows only a small reflected 
pulse. Severe mismatch would result in reflected energy and a second pulse. Reflected pulses 
result in low energy ions with insufficient energy to implant past the first few monolayers, 
but sufficient energy to sputter target material (Ei < lOfceF).
3.3 .3  P rofile  and D ose P red iction s
The net dose (cm-2) of nitrogen cam be determined by the following equation j l7|:
d = t W f n l  . (3.3))
g^4(l + 7i)
where d is the expected dose, t is the total process time, w is the pulse width, /  is the pulse 
frequency, n  is the average number of atoms per ion, I  is the average current per pulse, q 
is the fundamental charge, .4 is the target area (456 cm2), and 7 i is the secondary electron 
emission coefficient. Of the nine param eters involved, the two tha t are the most uncertain
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Figure 3.9: Waveform from the MlcrcCap V circuit simulation program, rti =  109/cm3.
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Figure 3.10: 30 kV pulse output from PFN with plasma as load.
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are 71 and n. 7 i for nitrogen into stainless steel has been measured and closely follows the 
form [48|:
where Vc is the charge voltage in kV, and 720  =  4.0 is the experimentally measured SEEC 
for 20 keV N+ ions into steel.
The dissociation fraction has been experimentally measured for filament driven ni­
trogen plasmas to be about 25% [49]. The factor n  in eqn. 3.21 is computed to be 
1(0.25) +  2(0.75) =  1.75. The value of n has not been measured for the W & M PSII. 
Equation 3.20 gives approximate run times, but a direct measure of the retained dose is 
required through Auger Depth Profiling.
3 .3 .4  In itia l O p eration  and D ep th  Profiling
Stainless steel samples were polished on a mechanical polisher to nine micron dia­
mond paste. The samples were implanted with nitrogen a t a pulse voltage of 30 kV and 
average current per pulse of 3.0 Amps. The process time was 2.5 hrs. a t a repetition rate
The determination of acquired dose is performed with Auger sputter depth profil­
ing. The ESCALab MKII is equipped with a sputter ion gun capable of providing a  0.5
intervals to atta in  a percent composition. An approximate sputter yield for stainless steel 
was taken to be about 30 Angstroms/second. This value should only be taken as an esti­
mate, as the sputter yield can change as a function of material composition and radiation 
damage. Fig. 3.11 shows the measured depth profile as a function of sputter depth for the 
30 kV, 2  5 hr. process run. The shape of this pulse is discussed below, in terms of the ion 
energy distribution and the target temperature.
(3.21)
of 40 Hz.
raicroamps beam of 4 kV Argon ions. AES is performed in the “crater” of the ion beam a t
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Figure 3.11: AES nitrogen percentage as a function of sputter depth.
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E n erg y  D istr ib ution
The energy distribution of ions in a  the PSII process can only be assumed. A few 
boundaries can be put on the distribution, however:
•  The plasma is partially dissociated. The dissociation fraction (N ^ /N j)  has been 
measured experimentally by Tang et al [49) to be about 25% for thermionic source 
plasmas. Some ions, therefore, will travel the extent of the sheath and gain the full 
im pact energy of 30 kV.
•  N J  ions that travel the extent of the sheath will arrive with one half of the acceleration 
voltage, as the charge is shared between the two ions. Since two atoms come with 
each N j ion, and there are 3 Nj ions for every N+ ions, the energy distribution is 
dominated by the ion energy.
•  M atrix sheath N+ ions will impact with an energy distribution of range 0 <  E < Ema*. 
where Emax is the energy an N+ crossing the sheath boundary and gaining the full 
acceleration energy.
•  M atrix sheath N j ions will impact with an energy distribution of range 0 < E < 
Em oi/2, where Emax is the energy an N+ crossing the sheath boundary and gaining 
the full acceleration energy.
•  Ions with energies less than a few kilovolts will not implant below the first few atomic 
layers, and will mainly cause sputter erosion of the surface. The surface will recede, 
changing the final ion distribution.
To know, exactly, the implant energy would require an energy spectrometer. Modi­
fications could be made to the PSII to obtain a more mono-energetic distribution. The first 
is to pre-dissociate the nitrogen gas with an radio-frequency or microwave plasma generator 
prior to  its entry into the main chamber. This would increase the N ^ /N j ratio. Also, a 
higher plasma would result in a higher fraction of the total ion flux originating from the 
sheath boundary.
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D iffusion
Another factor affecting the depth profile is the diffusion of the nitrogen due to the 
heating of the workpiece by the implant energy. The exact tem perature of the workpiece 
during the process run is difficult to measure, as the workpiece is being pulsed to several 
tens of thousands of volts. This requires the use of an additional ceramic feedthrough to 
insulate the thermocouple leads from ground, which is very expensive. One can make an 
estimate on the temperature increase, however. The total energy input to  the workpiece is 
108 Watts. This can be found by multiplying the energy stored in the capacitors, E  =  \C V 2 
times the repetition rate. The secondary electron emission coefficient for 15 kV nitrogen 
into steels is about 3. This would yield a net power input to the workpiece on the order of 
30 Watts. The only heat sinks are the small quartz stand-ofis and the high voltage feed (a 
1/4” stainless steel rod) so heat loss by conduction is small. To calculate the approximate 
tem perature of the sample during the process, the following heat equation is useful:
jm
vnCp-^ = Qin — Qr (3.22)
where m  is the mass of the workpiece, Cp is the specific heat of the material, Qin is the 
cycle averaged power input, and Qr is the loss due to radiation. The radiative cooling Q r 
is determined by
Qr =e<r(T4 - 7 ? )  (3.23)
where Tc is the chamber temperature, e is the emissivity of the workpiece, and a  is Stephan- 
Boltzmann constant (5.67 x I0~s W m ~ 2K ~A). Combining these equations yields
mcP^ = Q i n - e < r [ T A - T ^ ) .  (3.24)
The difficulty in solving this equation is the uncertainty in the SEEC, the time-dependent 
tem perature of the chamber during the implantation (this could be measured with a ther­
mocouple), and the emissivity of the workpiece, which can change during the implant time. 
To simply estim ate the temperature rise, the loss by radiation is ignored for a moment.
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The value with Qr =  0 is AT = 30 W x  9000 seconds /  (20Kg x 0.44 kJ/kg/°K) = 30 
°I<. Thus, only a minimal increase in the time-averaged temperature can be expected from 
the actual implantation pulses. One may need to consider the rapid thermal spikes associ­
ated with each pulse. These have energy densities of 2.7J/10-5sec/0.1m2/3 = 0.9M W /m 2. 
Other factors that will contribute to the heating of the workpiece are the plasma itself (by 
ion and electron bombardment between the pulses), and the 100 Watt tungsten filament 
used for plasma generation. The most reliable temperature determination could be made 
by simply calibrating an infra-red temperature probe against a thermocouple during mea­
surements of heated stainless steel test pieces. This calibration could then be transferred 
to measurements of the workpiece during the implantation procedure.
3 .3 .5  T R IM  P rofiles
TRIM (TRansport of Ions in Matter) is a Monte Carlo code that predicts the dis­
tribution and energy loss of energetic ions impacting on surfaces [50|. TRIM also com­
putes electronic excitation on the atoms, lattice damage, plasmons, and phonon production. 
TRIM follows a particle’s "history" through the lattice. Each particle begins with a given 
energy, direction, and position. Binary collision processes are assumed (TRIM is reliable 
for Ei > lOOeV'), and the ion moves in a straight path between collisions. The energy is 
adjusted to account for nuclear and electronic energy losses, and the history is ended when 
the particle’s energy drops below a specified value, or the particle exits the target material.
In Fig. 3.12, results are shown from a TRIM simulation for 30 kV ions (15 kV 
N+) incident on a 304 stainless steel surface. Also shown is the data from a depth profile 
of a 30 kV implanted sample.
The low energy distribution of the matrix sheath ions is most likely the cause of the 
shallowness of the measured concentration. Sputtering of the top surface layer causes the 
profile to recede. The long tail of the measured depth profile may be due to diffusion of the 
nitrogen into the steel.
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Figure 3.12: Final depth profile from a TRIM simulations for 30 kV ions incident 
304 stainless steel.
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3 .3 .6  X -ray P h otoe lectron  S p ectroscop y
Implanted samples were analyzed with XPS. XPS will be described in detail in 
Chapter 5, but it is a method of determining the surface constituents on a sample. The 
sample was sputter cleaned for 30 seconds with 30 nA/cm 2 Argon ions at 5 kV to remove 
any contaminants on the top layer. Figure 3.13 shows the peaks associated with nitrogen. 
The peaks were deconvolved to determine location. The peak at 397.2 eV is associated 
with interstitial N2 . The peak at 403.8 eV is due to precipitates of chromium nitride. The 
small peak at 399.4 eV may be associated with iron nitride.
3.4 Performance Evaluation
The W & M PSII implanted has shown promise as a surface modification instrument. 
The system met several of its goals:
1. The successful modification of the top surface layer of steel by nitrogen implantation. 
Surface spectroscopy shows the presence of interstitial nitrogen and nitride precipi­
tates.
2. The PFN has delivered the required voltage pulse for the duration of the implant run.
3. The vacuum system meets the requirements of base pressure and operating pressure.
4. Contamination from the tungsten filament is minimal.
Several modifications are necessary to improve the PSII system for higher voltages and 
shorter implant times:
1. A new insulated sample stand has been constructed. The stand employs a large, 
alumina cylinder with triple-point protectors. A glass shield will protect the insulator 
from the plasma
2. A high power, electrode-less plasma generation system would be beneficial. A higher 
plasma density would result in a more uniform ion energy distribution.
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Figure 3.13: XPS of the nitrogen peaks on a 30 kV implanted sample. Dose was w 10I7/cm2. 
Inset shows residual of normalized data.
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3. The addition of transformer oil to the transformer container would suppress arcing 
from the high voltage terminals.
4. Higher repetition rates would be possible with a higher power capacitor charging 
power supply. The current supply is limited to 3 raA.
5. Protection of the charging power supply
The PFN, vacuum system, and plasma generation scheme proved capable of meeting 
the requirements of the initial PSII start-up.
3.5 Field Emission Suppression by PSII
The information from Chapter 2 on the nature of the anomalous emission site was 
conclusive; emitter structures on extended-area electrodes are non-metallic in nature. In 
the following sections, connections are made between the believed cause of the enhanced 
emission and the surface modifications of PSII.
The body of past experimental research clearly points to surface anomalies being the 
main factor in enhanced field emission from broad area electrodes. Also, several authors 
are revisiting the microprotrusion model [14,15,25], with any deviations from the Fowler- 
Nordheim law being ascribed to gas coverage or non-metallic layers. It is the goal of this 
thesis to propose PSII as an ex situ process for “pre-conditioning” electrodes.
3 .5 .1  M icroprotrusion  and M icroparticle  D etachm ent
With the application of the high voltage pulse, the electric field at the surface of 
the workpiece is on the order of E =  (A//e)a.^s0, where M  is the mass of the ion, e is the 
fundamental charge, up< is the ion plasma frequency, and s0 is the initial ion matrix sheath 
thickness. For nitrogen ions, a plasma density of 1 x 1010 cm3, and a 30 kV pulse, the initial
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ion matrix sheath thickness is
2joK
e n a
2 8.85 x 10-l2 F/ra 3 x 104V 
1.6 x 10"19C 1016ra-3
s0 «  2cm.
The electric field near the surface of the piece just after the formation of the ion matrix 
sheath is (s|t=o = s0)
" * = 0 ,1=0 "  So
fo
1.6 X 10~19C x lO^m"3 „
8.85 x 10“ 12F/m *
=  3 x 106 V/m
The effect of this field on surface microprotrusion will be considered. The treatment will 
follow the measurement of the charge and mass of particles emitted from a vacuum gap by 
Texier [7].
Consider a hypothetical microprotrusion, attached to the surface of an electrode. A 
half-spheroid shape will be assumed, with a and 6 the major and minor half-axis, respec­
tively. This half-spheroid, subjected to a uniform field E parallel to its axis gets charged 
to:
Q e  =  neoEb20 ( \ )  (3.25)
where A is the ratio of a/6. /3(A) is given as
 __________ (A2 -  l)3/2__________
~  Alog[A +  (A2 -  1 )V2] _  (Aa _  !) i / 2  V
The force F =  Q e & on the half spheroid with a =  1/xm as a function the base radius 6 is 
shown in Fig. 3.14. Also shown is the ultimate strength of the spheroid as a function of 
the base radius. The tensile strength of stainless steel was taken to be 1000 MPa [51]. For 
one-micron high protrusions, only those with base diameter much less than 10 nm would 
become unstable under these field conditions.
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Figure 3.14: Electrostatic force on hypothetical microprotrusion. Top curve shows ultimate 
strength as a function of protrusion radius. Bottom curve shown force from electric field 
vs . protrusion radius.
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The detachment of raicroprotrusions is am upper limiting case. In the case of mi­
croparticles resting on the surface, one must consider the van der Waal’s force. This force 
arises between dipole-dipole interactions of molecules with a net positive or negative charge 
distribution. These are considerable in magnitude, approximately 1014 N/cm2 [1]. It is 
difficult to determine the amount of contact area involved. Also, surface adsorbates lower 
adhesion forces, so the vacuum environment is am issue [1]. However, the work of Cran- 
berg [6] and Texier [7] indicates that microparticles are ejected from electrode surfaces under 
field strengths of similar magnitude as those in the PSII environment.
3 .5 .2  Ion  B om bardm en t
A unique aspect of PSII is that any site on the extended surface that enhances 
the field will draw more ions toward it. Kim et al [52] investigated the effects of low- 
energy (1-1.5 kV) nitrogen ion bombardment on sharp atom-probe field-ion microscopy 
(APFIM) tips. Sharp tips of Fe-3 at. % Mo tips were biased to several kilovolts in a 
nitrogen atmosphere at 10-5 to 10-3 Torr. Field emitted electrons ionized the background 
gas molecules, and the ions follow the field line back to the tip. It was found that the 
bombardment sharpened the tips. Kim and coworkers believed the ions were impacting on 
the sides of the tip at an angle. This causes sputtering of the tip material and the observed 
sharpening. In PSII, a situation may develop where a microprotrusion is sharpened from 
the sputtering, the field is enhanced around the sharpened tip, the ion bombardment is 
enhanced further, and the microprotrusion is destroyed. Sputter yields for metals is on 
the order one for ion energies in a PSII environment. Doses of 1017/cm2 will result in 
the removal of several hundred Angstroms of material from the surface. The high aspect 
ratio whisker structures, with bases of sub-micron dimensions that give rise to high field 
enhancement, may be thinned even further from the sputtering. The combined effect of the 
erosion of the sharp protrusions, and the electrostatic stress computed above, may lead to 
a situation of microparticle erosion and detachment.
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The duty cycle of PSII is typically small. For a 40 Hz pulse train of 10 /xsec pulses, 
the duty cycle is only 0.04%. The workpiece is simply submerged in a plasma for 99.96% of 
the total process run, which is typically on the order of a few hours. The energy of the ions 
from the plasma during the off-pulse is about 10 volts. This energy is too low to induce 
any particulate removal, and may serve only to remove adsorbed hydrocarbons from the 
surface.
3 .5 .3  E lectron ic  M odification
High energy ions impacting on a solid surface cause a number of structural changes 
and electronic excitations. The energy loss of the impacting ion is divided into two cate­
gories, electronic and nuclear. As the ion enters the crystal lattice at high energy, electronic 
processes dominate. Secondary electron production, ionization, and electron-hole formation 
strip energy from the ion. As the ion slows, nuclear collision cascades are set into motion, 
and target atoms are displaced. These atoms can continue to displace more atoms. Finally, 
the ion either comes to rest, or exits the target material. The loss of energy as a function 
of distance into the solid can be written as
dE
~ = N [ S e(E) +  Sn(E)\ (3.27)
Where N  is the target atom density, and Se(E) and S„(E) are the electronic and nuclear 
stopping powers, respectively, in units of eV cm2. Electronic energy loss is on the order 
of 5-10 eV/Angstrom, and nuclear energy loss is on the order of 10-100 eV/Angstrom. 
The Lindhard-Scharff-Schiott (LSS) theory quantified the two energy loss terms. Se(E) is 
proportional to \fE . Sn{E) can be written explicitly as
« * >  ( 3 ' 2 8 )
here Afi, A/2 , Z \ , Z 2 are the mass and atomic numbers of the incident ion and target
atom, respectively, q is the electronic charge, and a is the screening radius for collision.
This number lies between 0.1 and 0.2 Angstroms. This theory has been well supported by 
implantation experiments [50].
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The enhanced emission model of Latham et al relies on electrons gaining energy by 
the applied field, accelerating through the conduction band of the charged insulating “site”, 
and surmounting the surface barrier created by the surface states. As electrons are injected 
into the trap states near the raetal-insulator interface (Schottky barrier), the conduction 
band of the insulator is raised toward the Fermi level in the metal. This leads to a buildup 
of charge in the insulator (amorphous, impure insulator with seraiconductor-like properties) 
and an effective screening of the metal-insulator interface from the electric field. The field 
is decreased, and tunneling through the Schottky barrier is reduced. This electronic model 
was proposed by Bajic and Latham [53] when discussing the gas conditioning of electrodes. 
Gas conditioning involved admitting a known gas into the electrode environment during 
the conditioning process. For certain gas species, the current is quickly lowered. Alpert et 
al explained gas conditioning through selective ion bombardment of the emission site [54]. 
Electrons ionize the gas, and the ions accelerate back to the emission site and sputter 
foreign material from the surface. Bajic and Latham found that gas conditioning was only 
effective for select gas species (e.g. He, Ar), and a de-conditioning effect was seen with 
some gases (O2 , Ne). Some gases had no effect at all (H2 , N2 ). These results do not favor 
a cleaning or sputtering effect of the emission sites, as H2 is very effecting at removing 
surface contaminants. The conditioning effect could be reversed by a 250° C cycle of the 
cathode. The temperature cycle should have removed many surface contaminants through 
desorption. However, current after the temperature cycle was higher than the current just 
after the conditioning had leveled off. The de-conditioning after the cycle was attributed 
to the electrons being excited from their respective traps (Poole-Frenkel Emission) , and 
reducing the “screening" effect.
In the MIV Model developed by Latham, charge carriers are assumed to fill the trap 
states upon field application. When the surface traps are full, emission is prevented until 
the field is raised further. However, Latham assumes the trap density is low enough that 
the field can still penetrate the IV barrier. An increase in the trap states would tend to
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shield the barrier from the applied field, and emission could be prevented. Ion implantation 
of the oxide layer of steel will increase the number of trap states through the formation 
of vacancies, interstitial, and dislocations, as in the gas conditioning model by Bajic and 
Latham. Gomer [10, pages 24] indicates screening can be sufficient to shield the raetal- 
insuiator interface from the external field; the semiconductor takes on a metallic behavior 
in this respect. The effects of PSII on high voltage electrode systems will be investigated 
in the following chapters of this thesis.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Apparatuses
In order to fully characterize the effects of PSII and other surface modification tech- 
niqes on anomalous emission, two separate experimental apparatuses were constructed. 
The first apparatus was integrated into the sample preparation chamber of the VG ES- 
CALab MKII at William and Mary. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy, Scanning Electron 
Microscopy, and Auger Spectrocopy are available to fully characterize the surface of the 
electrodes before and after voltage applications of up to 50 kV. A larger, higher voltage test 
facility has been constructed at Jefferson Labs. This system will allow future investigations 
of six inch diameter electrodes at voltages in excess of 100 kV.
4 .1  T h e  W illia m  and M ary T est A pparatus
4 .1 .1  D esig n  C onsiderations
Figure 4.1 shows the construction of the small scale test apparatus at William and 
Mary. Figure 4.2 shows the general layout of the ESCALab MKII. The test electrodes are 
small enough to be easily loaded into the ESCALab, yet large enough to provide a good 
measure of the effectness of a given surface treatment. The electrodes are loaded into the 
system via a small load-lock chamber. Sample manipulators are used to transfer up to eight 
electrodes through the preparation chamber, and onto a carousel in the analysis chamber. 
The anode is a highly polished sphere-shaped electrode, and is attached to the 60 kV ceramic
85
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insulator. A linear motion feedthough was used to support the cathodes, and allowed the 
cathode-anode gap to be closed to the desired spacing. Resolution of the feedthrough was 
±5 microns. The feedthrough was insulated from the chamber with a small ceramic break 
to allow emission measurements.
4 .1 .2  P O IS S O N  C alcu lations
A requirement of the test electrodes is that the electric field across the surface of 
the cathode be uniform to within a few percent of the maximum field strength (i.e., no 
field enhancements due to edge effects). Electrostatic field strengths for this geometry 
were modeled with the POISSON/SUPERFISH group of computer codes from Los Alamos 
National Lab. The POISSON subset handles electrostatic (or magnetic) computation, and 
SUPERFISH computes electrodynamic fields for accelerator cavity design. POISSON is a 
finite element package that allows the user to enter the geometric constraints of an electrode 
system, dielectric constants, and electrode voltages. Poisson’s equation is then solved by 
finite difference iterations, and the potential gradients in free space and dielectric material 
are computed.
Several electrode geometries were modeled with POISSON, with the field-uniforraity 
constraint in mind. The cathode design needed to be such that machining of the pieces was 
simple, as many were needed. A simple disk, with edges radiused, was chosen. The potential 
gradients were computed by POISSON, and the profile of the anode adjusted to meet the 
field-uniformity criterion. Figure 4.3 shows the electrostatic field strengths in the gap for 
the proposed electrode shapes. The geometry is cylindricaliy symmetric, so only half of the 
geometry is computed. In Fig. 4.4, the electric field is plotted for several points along the 
surface of the cathode, extending along a radial line from the center of the cathode outward. 
The field is uniform to within a few percent within the gap. It drops to 90% at ~0.22 inches 
from the :enter, and tapers off to the edge. Nowhere is the field higher than at the center. 
The field across the surface of the cathode is well within the field uniformity constraints.
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Corona Shield
ESCALab MKJ1 
Preparation Chamber
60 IcV Ceramic Feedthrough
Linear Motion 
Feedthrough
Anode
Cathode
Ceramic Break
Figure 4.1: Field emission test apparatus schematic constructed on ESCALab MKII sample 
preperation chamber. Anode is mounted on 60 kV feedthrough. Cathode is mounted on 
linear motion feedthrough and low voltage ceramic break.
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Figure 4.2: Diagram of the ESCALab MKII. The left side of the system is the analysis 
chamber. The right side in the preperation chamber and load-lock
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Figure 4.3: POISSON calculations for electrostatic field strengths. Maximum field is 20 
MV/m at the face of the cathode. Field strength across cathode surface uniform to within 
a few percent.
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Figure 4.4: Field strengths computed for ESCALab test electrodes (see Fig. 4.3). Values 
taken near the surface of the cathode along a radial line beginning at the center of the 
electrode and extending outward toward the edge.
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4 .1 .3  C urren t-V oltage S y stem  D esign
The application of high voltages and the measurement of field emission currents was 
computer controlled with LabView software. A general schematic of the electronics and 
control hardware involved is shown in Fig. 4.5. The system allowed repeatable voltage 
ramps to be applied to the gap, and current to be measured and stored. The high voltage 
power supply (HVPS) was a Bertan model. An analog signal was used to program the 
positive output voltage to the anode. Current measurements were made with a Kiethley 
Model 485 picoammeter with GPIB interface. The 485 was protected from microdischarge 
and breakdown activity by the protection circuit shown in Fig. 4.5. The circuit employs a 
spark gap with a breakdown voltages of 2 kV. Two diodes are used to shunt high voltages 
that may appear on the cathode side to ground. In all tests, a 160 kV, 40 Watt, 15 Mfl 
resistor is placed on the anode side of the arrangement to limit the current available in the 
event of a complete voltage breakdown.
The voltage ramp was applied as follows: The voltage was slowly ramped to a low 
value, typically 10 kV. With the usual gap of 2.5 mm, this initial field strength was 4 MV/ra. 
Current data was taken at a frequency of about 1 Hz as the voltage was held constant at 
this initial value. If the average current was below a set value (5 picoamps), after a set 
plateau time (60 - 120 sec), or if the current was above the set threshold, but the standard 
deviation was low (20%), the voltage would proceed to the next plateau. Voltage steps were 
in 1 kV increments. This procedure provided a standard methode of field application.
4 .2  Jefferson  Labs T est A p p aratu s
The electrodes used in the photo-electron guns at Jefferson Labs are several hundred 
square centimeters in area. In order to fully assess the effectiveness of a given surface 
treatment, a test apparatus is needed that would allow evaluation of similar size electodes. 
A system at Jefferson Labs was designed and constructed with the following criteria in 
mind:
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+V
15 M il 160kV resistorBertan
HVPS
Test Gap
Keithley 485 Picoammeter
-----1
1 kfl Resistor 
Shunt Diodes
Spark Gap
Protection circuitry
Figure 4.5: The schematic for the W & M FE test apparatus. A 15 Mft resistor is used 
to limit the current. The protection ciruit employs a spark gap, shunt diodes, and 1 kfl 
resistor.
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1 . Electrodes, both anode and cathode, must be designed to apply a uniform field in the 
gap region, with minimal field enhancements.
2. The electrodes must be constructed such that installation and removal is simple, and 
without any contact to the electrode surfaces that will be in the high field region.
3. The gap must be adjustable.
4. One electrode is to be mounted such th a t tilt adjustment is possible, and the electrodes 
must be .made parallel to within a few micrometers across the gap.
5. The electrodes should be simple in design, so surface treatments are not made difficult 
due to any additional fixtures on the piece.
6 . The entire UHV vacuum system must be bakeable to 250 °C. The system is to be 
designed such that clean, UHV conditions are easily and quickly attainable.
7. Partial and total pressure gauges are to  be included.
8 . Viewports are to be shielded from high voltage electrons by shutters.
A diagram of the Jefferson Labs high voltage test apparatus is shown in Fig. 4.6. The first 
criterion of field uniformity is met by the Rogowski profile. This profile was calculated 
by Rogowski by solving for the equipotential lines between two parallel plates. By solving 
Laplace’s equation V 2V = 0 for the fringing fields a t the ends of two charged parallel 
plates, one obtains the equipotential lines shown if Fig. 4.7. If a  particular equipotential 
field line in Fig. 4.7 is replaces by a conducting surface, the remaining field lines will remain 
unchanged. Rogowski calculated the first field line where the maximum field strength is 
within the uniform-field central gap region and tapers off as one moves outside the gap is 
v =  ir/2. This field line is given by the equations:
x  =  - ( u  +  1 + e u cosv) (4.1)
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Figure 4.6: Diagram of the Jefferson Labs Field Emission Test Apparatus.
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Figure 4.7: Equipotential lines for a pair of charged parallel plates.
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7T (4.2)
Setting v = n/2  and combining the above equations, one arrives at
(4.3)
The electrode edges were designed using this equation. This profile was used at the edge of 
the electode for a few centimeters. An equation for a circle was begun at the point where 
the Rogowski equation was terminated, to "finish off’ the electrode edge. Both position 
and slope between the two equations were set equal to solve for position of the center of 
the circle, and to obtain a smooth transition at this point. Figure 4.8 shows the geometry 
used to determine electrode shape.
In order to confirm that this profile would meet the first criterion, POISSON was 
used to calculate the equipotential lines for two parallel electrodes of the profile in question. 
Figure 4.9 shows the field strengths in the gap. The field strength across the surface of 
the electrode from center to edge is shown in Fig. 4.10. The maximum field strength is at 
the center of the gap, and gradually tapers off, meeting the first criterion. Small variations 
in the field strength at the edge of the electrode are a result of the discrete nature of the 
electrode surface in the finite-element calculation.
The second criterion, that the electrodes could be easily installed and removed, 
was met. The top electrode (the cathode) was attatched to a specially designed mounting 
fixture. This fixture could be easily connected to the cathode support tube by a single 
worker. Appendix B shows the mechanical drawings for this fixture. The bottom electrode 
(the anode) rested on a three point support with ceramic spheres electrically isolating the 
cathode from the chamber. Because this electrode is mounted with high-field surface facing 
up, it could be held in one hand and simply placed on the supports.
The third and forth criteria, that the gap be adjustable, are met by use of heavy-duty 
linear motion feedthroughs acting as the anode supports. The feedthroughs are indepen­
dently adjustable, and have a resolution of ±0.0002”, allowing accurate determination of
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Figure 4.8: Diagram of Rowgowski profiled electrode edge. The Rowgowski profile was 
extended to x =  a, and a radius r was used to complete the electrode profile.
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Figure 4.9: POISSON results from Rowgowski-profiled electrode edge. The maximum field 
strength is at the center, and tapers off as one moves outside the gap.
%
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Figure 4.10: POISSON results from Rowgowski profiled cathode. See Fig. 4.9. Surface field 
is plotted along a radial line from the center of the electrode outward toward the edge.
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gap width. The electrodes have accomodations for highly sensative tiltmeters. Biaxial mod­
els will be installed on the back of each electrode, and will be used to make the electrodes 
parallel to within a few microradians.
The electrodes were designed to be easily machined and handled. Their flat, disk 
shape with mounting holes on the back make them easily mountable in most process cham­
bers. This meets the fifth criterion.
The last two criteria are met by proper UHV practice. All surfaces are cleaned ultra- 
sonically in a mixture of Microclean and de-ionized water. This is followed by an ultrasonic 
treatment in ethanol, then isoproponal. A Granville-Phillips Stable-Ion ionization gauge 
measures total pressure, and a Stanford Research Systems Quadrapole Mass Spectrometer 
measures the partial pressure of the gas species remaining in the chamber.
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Results
5.1  E lectrod e Perform ance
The emitted current between the high voltage electrode system in the ESCALab 
was measured for several surface treatments of the cathode. The surface of the anode was 
not modified in this work. Cathodes were positioned 2.5 or 5.0 ±0.05 mm from the anode, 
depending upon the desired field. As described in Chapter 4, computer controlled voltages 
(up to 50 kV) were applied to the gap, and the emitted current from the cathode was 
measured. Studies were performed on thin film coated electrodes, electron beam treated 
electrodes, ion implanted electrons (beam and PSII), and control electrodes. The measure­
ment of emission from clean, unprocessed, unpolished, electrodes serves as a benchmark for 
comparison of other process techniques. Results from polished electrodes serves as a pro­
cess benchmark. D ata from these experiments will be compared to the alternative process 
techniques explored in this study.
Several parameters are of interest during the investigations: ( 1 ) the “turn-on” field, 
tha t is, when the emission current reaches a  value that is >  O.lnA1, (2) the general behavior 
of the current at each voltage plateau, (3) the final current at the maximum field strength, 
and (4) the background pressure during the voltage ramp.
lThis value was arbitrarily chosen as it was well above the noise level o f the picoamraeter. The source of 
the noise was determined to be the high voltage power supply.
101
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5 .2  E x p er im en ta l P roced u re
To maintain consistency during the experiments, a standard procedure was developed 
for preparing electrodes:
•  For polished electrodes: The electrodes were polished according to a  procedure used 
a t Jefferson Labs. The procedure involved hand polishing with successive grades of 
SiC paper (240, 320, 400, 600), followed by polishing with successive diamond paste 
grits (9, 6 , 3, and 1 nm).
•  Each electrode was cleaned by a standard procedure: A 10 minute ultrasonic agitation 
in a mixture of DI water and Alconox detergent, followed by a 20 second DI water 
ultrasonic rinse (3 times), and a 5 minute ultrasonic agitation in isopropyl alcohol. 
The electrodes were allowed to dry in an air environment.
•  Electrodes were loaded into the ESCALab, and the entire system baked a t 150 °C for 
24 hrs. This removes most of the adsorbed water and hydrocarbon contaminants. The 
base pressure of the ESCALab was <  1 x 10- 9  Torr after the bakeout. A spectrum 
of the partial pressures after a typical bake is shown in figure 5.1
•  After the bake and the system had cooled, XPS and Auger spectra were taken to 
determine the constituents on the surface of the cathodes.
•  I-V curves for each electrode were taken following the procedure explained in Chap­
ter 4.
•  Total pressure curves for the voltage ramps were recorded. Partial pressures were 
monitored in some cases with the mass spectrometer.
•  Surface spectroscopy of the electrodes was repeated periodically
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Figure 5.1: Background gas spectrum after the 24 hr. bake of the ESCALab system. Main 
constituents are H i  (mass 2), HiO  (mass 18), CO  (masses 28 and 12), and CO 2 (mass 44). 
Nitrogen would have appeared as masses 28 and 14.
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5 .3  Surface S p ectroscop y  T echniques
XPS, Auger, and SEM analyses were performed on the electrodes. Surface con­
stituents were detected by XPS. Individual contaminants viewed on the surface with SEM 
were analyzed with Auger Spectroscopy.
X -ray P h o to e lec tro n  Sp ectroscop y
XPS, or ESCA (Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis), is a method of re­
solving individual surface components by irradiation of the sample with X-rays. MgKa 
(1253.6 eV) or AlKa (1486.6 eV) X-rays are commonly used. The photons penetrate the 
solid a few micrometers and interact with the surface atoms. Electrons are emitted via the 
photoelectric effect. The emitted electrons have an energy of
K E  =  h u -  B E  — 0 , (5.1)
where hu is the energy of the photon, BE is the binding energy of the orbital from which 
the detected electron originated, and <f>, is the spectrometer work function. A typical 
spectrum is shown in Fig. 5.5. Several peaks are associated with each element, depend­
ing upon the particular shell involved in the ionization. The binding energies of the core 
electrons are characteristic of each element, so the spectrum gives a “fingerprint” for each 
element. The broad background is associated with electrons originating from atoms deep 
(> 10 Angstroms) within the surface that have thermalized through collisions in the solid. 
Therefore, XPS is surface sensitive, in that only those electrons originating from the top 
few atomic layers contribute to the useful spectral peaks. The XPS process is shown in 
Fig. 5.2a. Also observed in XPS spectra are peaks associated with the Auger electron. The 
source of the Auger electron is described in the next section.
A uger E lectro n  Sp ectroscop y
The Auger process is shown in Fig. 5.2b. Several steps are involved in the ejection 
of the Auger electron. First, a core electron is ejected by an incident photon or an incident
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electron from an electron gun. An outer electron falls into the lower orbital, filling the 
vacancy. The excess energy remaining after this transition is carried off by either a photon 
or an electron. The electron ejected is the Auger electron, and its energy is characteristic 
of the element. Typically, electron beams are used in AES for chemical identification. If 
an X-ray photon initiated the Auger cascade, the process is termed X-AES (X-ray induced 
Auger Electron Spectroscopy).
S econ d ary  E lectron  M icroscopy
SEM involves rastering a high voltage electron beam (5 - 30 kV) across the surface of 
a sample. The incident beam ejects backscattered primary electrons and secondary electrons 
from the surface of the sample at the beam spot location. The electrons emitted from the 
sample impinge upon a scintillator screen. The light produced by the scintillator is then 
detected by a photo-electron detector. The intensity of the ejected electrons is sensitive to 
surface topography and chemical composition. The intensity of the detector signal is used 
to create a three dimensional image of the surface.
5 .4  Surface C haracterization
An SEM image of a dust particle found on a polished sample is shown in Fig. 5.3. 
The Auger spectrum in Fig. 5.4 revealed it to be primarily carbon. It is not possible to 
say if this particle was a source of anomalous emission. However, it is important to note 
that, although efforts were made to keep the electrode free of particulates, this type of 
contamination exists on the cathodes.
An X-ray photoelectron spectrum is shown in Fig. 5.5. The major peaks are la­
beled [55], with the designator (A) meaning the associated Auger peak (X-AES). A gener­
alized approximation for the atom fraction of a surface constituent on a sample C*, is
C ,  = (5.2)
1 ^ , - 1  L* *i/Si
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Figure 5.2: (a) A diagram of the photoelectric process. A core electron is ejected by the 
absorption of a photon, (b) A diagram of the Auger process. An electron from a higher 
shell drops to fill a vacancy created by an incident photon or electron. The Auger electron 
is ejected to carry off the excess energy [55].
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Figure 5.3: SEM image of particle on surface of polished electrode. Size is approximately 
50 /zra.
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Figure 5.4: Auger analysis of particle shown in Fig. 5.3. The carbon peak is at 282 eV. 
Oxygen is at 503 eV. Peaks associated with the iron in the stainless steel would appear 
around 700 eV.
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Figure 5.5: X-ray Photoelectron Spectrum of a 1/rra polished sample. Sample was baked at 
150 °C for 24 hrs. The major core-eiectron peaks are labeled, and Auger peaks are labeled 
with the designator (A).
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where n x is the surface concentration of the element in question, ^2i= lru is the sum of 
all the surface constituents. [x is the area under the main spectral peak, and 5, is the 
atomic sensitivity factor (ASP) for the individual component [55|. The ASF is based upon 
calculated cross-sections for each element, and is a measure of how “sensitive” a particular 
element is to photo-emission. Note tha t the ASF for carbon is about one tenth that of iron, 
and carbon is present to less than one tenth  of a  percent in stainless steels. The carbon peak 
associated with the elemental composition of stainless steel, therefore, would only be one 
hundredth the size of the iron peak. It is concluded that this peak, therefore, is associated 
with a  hydrocarbon layer.
5.5 General Emission Behavior
Figure 5.6 shows current and voltage da ta  from one of the unpolished samples. The 
stair-step line represents the field (E  =  V/d)  ramp. The field, in M V/m, is read on the 
right-hand axis. The current is read on the left hand axis in amperes. The turn-on field 
for this sample was about 6.5 M V/m. The current at the final field (10 M V/m) was 1.8 
/xA. The gap in the current data  a t t=2250 is the results of a microdischarge deactivating 
the picoamraeter. A few seconds were needed to reset the meter. The spikes in the d a ta  
at each voltage increment are the result of the capacitive charging (I / C  =  dV /dT) of the 
gap. Spikes are collected as data  only if the time of the charge current (time of voltage 
increment) is coincidental with the d a ta  sample.
It is possible that many emission sites are active over the surface of the cathode, as 
discussed in Chapter 2. The current measured from the I inch diameter cathodes is the 
total integrated current from the cathode, so it is not possible to  resolve individual emission 
sites. T he total pressure during this ram p is shown in Fig. 5.7. Although the exact source 
of the gas increase is not known, it may be due to gas desorption from the cathode emission 
site, heating of an anode “hot spot” by electron impact, or both. The mass spectrometer 
showed an increase in the partial pressures of CO, H, and methane during the pressure
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Figure 5.6: IV curve for unpolished sample. Stair-step curve is the applied field data. 
Lighter curve shows the measured current. Spikes a t  low field strengths are associated with 
capacitive charge of the gap with each voltage increase.
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increase. The mass spectrometer was not operated for most of the voltage ramps, as it 
was discovered that electrons from the spectrometer ionizer induced almost 3 nA of current 
on the electrode system. Several “conditioning” events, or rapid decreases in current, were 
observed during the voltage ramp. Note the pressure bursts associated with the conditioning 
a t t=2250 seconds and t=2750 seconds. Current during some higher field plateaus increased 
over the time of the constant field application. A gradual pressure rise was associated with 
this behavior, indicating a possible feed-back effect between current and pressure.
Figure 3.8 shows current and voltage da ta  from a sample polished to one micron 
diamond paste (rms roughness O.Ol^m). This particular sample gave a turn-on field of 
about 9 MV/ra. As the voltage ramp continued, the emission became unstable a t t=2150 
seconds, after which the current dropped to a level below the noise of the picoamraeter. 
This, again, is evidence of the conditioning effect. This em itter may have been a dust 
particle or loosely bound inclusion that was removed by the applied field, or the em itter 
was destroyed by a microdischarge. The exact mechanism can not be known, since the 
sampling rate of the picoammeter is too slow (1  Hz) to have recorded a transient pulse of 
current associated with a  raicrodischarge. The current at the final field of 10 M V/ra was 
below the noise level. Figure 5.9 shows the total pressure curve taken during the voltage 
application. The pressure data  show a spike associated with the conditioning event.
A summary of the performance of several electrodes, polished and unpolished, is 
shown in Table 5.1. The applied fields for this initial investigation were between 3 and 10 
M V/ra. From the results, the polishing of the surfaces is clearly beneficial in reducing the 
turn-on voltage, and lowering the emitted current a t the final applied field.
Some polished electrodes were tested under higher field conditions. The gap was 
duced to 2.5 mm for a  maximum field strength of 20 MV/ra. The results, with d a ta  from 
n polished electrode at lower field strength, are summarized in fig. 5.10. Note tha t this 
of current as a function of field, rather than a  function of time. Current d a ta  from 
i were averaged over the plateau time, and a standard deviation was computed
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Figure 5.7: Pressure curve for unpolished sample 4. See figure 5.6 for IV data.
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Figure 5.8: IV curve for highly polished sample. Stair-step curve is the applied field data. 
Lighter curve shows the measured current. Spikes a t low field strengths are associated with 
capacitive charging of the gap with each voltage increase.
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Figure 5.9: Pressure curve for a  highly polished sample. See figure 5.8 for IV data.
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Electrode Finish f Eon (MV/m) Imax 1(10 MV/ra)
0 1 0 1 As machined < 5 1 0 .0  /zA 2.29 /zA
0104 As machined 7 1.58/z A 1.58/z A
0 1 0 2 Polished t < 0 .1  nA <0.1 nA
0105 Polished 9.2 0.5/z A <0.1 nA
0106 Polished t <0.1 nA <0.1 nA
Table 5.1: Summary of results from untreated stainless steel electrodes to field strengths of 
10 M V/ra. flndicates no “turn-on” field associated with this experiment.
for each d a ta  set. The standard deviation of the current during the plateau is represented 
by the error bare a t each point. It is interesting to note the differences in the dynamic 
emission behavior, not only between electrodes of dissimilar surface finish, but also between 
electrodes of similar surface finish. These results indicate the possibility of more than one 
type of emission mechanism occuring on the samples. For example, the polished sample 
0206 was already active at the s ta rt of the 10 to 20 MV/m run, and the emission current 
was extremely stable. Sample 0 2 0 2 , also polished, gave a higher turn-on field, and showed 
very erratic emission behavior.
5 .6  N itro g en  Im planted  E lectrod es
Electrodes were implanted with the W & M PSII system at 30 kV to a dose of 
1017/cm 2. One sample was polished to 1 micron diamond paste, (0.01 /zm rms roughness) 
and the second sample polished to  only 9 micron (0.07 /zm rms roughness). Two more sam­
ples polished similarly were implanted by beam implantation to  the same dose a t energies 
of 50 kV by an outside vendor (Implant Sciences). An XPS spectrum  of one of the samples 
after the system bake is shown in Fig. 5.11.
The spectrum from the implanted electrodes differs from tha t of the non-iraplanted 
electrodes for the following reasons. The Auger peaks associated with the nickel in the 
stainless steel are around 410 eV and 393 eV. The main spectral peak of nitrogen is near 
400 eV. Peak discrimination becomes somewhat difficult because the nickel Auger (X-AES)
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Figure 5.10: Summary of data  taken for 2 polished electrodes and 1 unpolished electrode at 
high fields. D ata points represent the average current for each plateau, and the error bars 
represent the standard deviation from each average.
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peaks overlap the nitrogen peak. This problem can be alleviated by selecting the aluminum 
X-ray source (Al Ka =  1486.6 eV). The binding energy is calculated by the spectrometer 
as  K E  =■ hu — B E  — 0 ,, where hv is the energy of the photon, BE is the binding energy 
of the orbital from which the detected electron originated, and 0 ,  is the spectrometer work 
function. As the  energy of an Auger electron is insensitive to the incident photon energy 
(assuming, of course, the energy of the incident photon was sufficient to cause the Auger 
transition), the Auger peaks are shifted by an amount 1486.6eV - 1253.6 =  233.0 eV with 
the selection of the aluminum source. The nickel Auger line is shifted, then, far from the 
main nitrogen peak.
The samples show a high level of oxygen and carbon concentration. This may be 
due to a temporary loss of power to one of the vacuum pumps during the bake. This would 
account for the large carbon and oxygen peaks, as the pump speed during the bake was 
compromised, and gases were not adequately pumped from the system. The final pressure 
in the system was 1 x 10- 9  Torr. Partial pressures in the system are shown in Fig. 5.12.
O ther contaminants present on the two PSII samples are Zn and Cu. The copper was 
most likely a  result of the copper feedthroughs supporting the filament in the PSII chamber. 
Ion bombardment of these feedthroughs may have sputtered copper into the plasma. The 
source of the zinc is not known at this time. Neither component is present in manufactured 
stainless steel.
IV curves for the four nitrogen implanted samples are shown in Figs. 5.13, 5.14, 
5.15, and 5.16. Fields as high as 20 M V/m were applied to  all four samples, with minimal 
emission current. No pressure rise was associated with any of these tests.
The contamination layer may have played a  part in suppressing the emission from 
the electrodes. In order to evaluate the effects of the hydrocarbon layer, the 9 micron 
polished sample treated in the PSII was sputter cleaned for 10 minutes with a 5 kV argon 
ion beam a t 2 /iA /cm 2. The sputter rate for iron (stainless steel is about 74% iron) is 
about 100 Angstroms per minute for a  1 mA/cm 2 5 kV beam. A 2 /iA /cm 2 ion current
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Figure 5.11: XPS of implanted electrode after 24 hour, 150 °C bake of the system. High 
level of oxygen and carbon are the result of partial loss of pumping speed during the bake 
process.
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Figure 5.12: Background gas spectrum during IV curves for nitrogen implanted electrodes. 
Main constituents are H2 (mass 2), H20 ,  (mass 18), CO  (mass 28), and C 0 2 (mass 44).
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Figure 5.13: IV curve for 1 fxm polished sample implanted to  dose of 1017/c m 2 a t 30 kV 
pulse voltage.
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Figure 5.14: IV curve for a 9 /xra polished sample implanted to dose of 1017/cm 2 a t 30 kV 
pulse voltage.
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Figure 5.15: IV curve for l^ ra  polished sample. Sample was beam implanted with nitrogen 
to dose of 1017/cm 2 at 50 kV acceleration voltage.
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Figure 5.16: IV curve for 9 /xra polished sample. Electrode was beam implanted to a  dose 
was 1017/cm 2 at 50 kV acceleration voltage.
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for 10 minutes would result in about 20 Angstroms of material removed. Figure 5.17 shows 
XPS analysis of the cleaned sample. Note the reduction of the carbon peak and the Zn 
peaks, although copper is still present. If copper was present in the PSII plasma, it would 
have been implanted also. The zinc was removed by the argon sputter clean, so it may 
have originated from the cleaning steps. Note also the nitrogen peak at 400 eV binding 
energy. Figure 5.18 shows the characteristic IV curve for the clean sample. This result was 
consistent with those from the contaminated samples.
5 .7  A ltern a tiv e  Surface T reatm ents
Two additional surface treatm ents were evaluated for their pre-breakdown electron 
emission behavior. These processes were characterized by the same parameters as the other 
electrodes in the experiments.
5.7.1 E lectron  B eam  T reatm ent
Results from Batrakov et at [23| indicated that treating the surface of the electrodes 
with a high-current, low energy electron beam reduced the emission current at a given field. 
With this motivation, an electrode was treated similarly a t Jefferson Labs. The IV curve 
and pressure trend for this electrode is shown in Figs. 5.19 and 5.20.
Emission current from the e-beam treated electrode resulted in a high background 
pressure increase. How this gas desorption compares with the desorption of some polished 
electrodes a t a  few select currents is shown in Table 5.2.
Sample Treatment Current fiA Pressure Increase Field (MV/m)
0213 E-beam 3.35 728% 2 0
0205 Polish 3.54 < 1% 2 0
0 2 0 2 Polish 19.5 < 1% 2 0
Table 5.2: Total background pressure increase for an electron beam treated electrode and 
two highly polished electrodes.
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Figure 5.17: XPS data  of “clean” electrode. The sample was sputter cleaned for 10 minutes 
with a  5 kV Argon ion beam at 2 /xA/cra2.
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Figure 5.18: IV curve for 9 pra polished sample implanted to dose of 1017/cm2 at 30 kV pulse 
voltage. Sample was sputter cleaned prior to voltage application. See XPS in Fig. 5.17.
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Figure 5.19: IV curve for e-beam treated sample.
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Figure 5.20: Pressure trend for e-beam treated sample during field application.
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The source of the gas may be electron stimulated desorption from the anode, or ther­
mally desorbed species from the em itter site. It is difficult to draw a conclusion concerning 
the source of the desorbed gases from these data. The number of emission sites may differ 
between the samples shown in Table 5.2, therefore the power density may differ. There may 
be one intense “beam” of electron emission, or several smaller ones. However, the electron 
beam welder used to process the electrodes is not a high vacuum instrument (~  1 0 - 4  to 
10- 5  Torr). The melted top surface layer (~  25 urn) may have trapped gases. Desorption 
may have occurred near a heated em itter site. However, further experiments are needed to 
confirm this.
5 .7 .2  T h in  F ilm  C oatings
A commercial thin film2 was evaluated for electron emission suppression in the ES- 
CALab test platform. Samples polished to one micron diamond, and with no polishing, 
were coated and tested. Figure 5.21 shows results from a polished, coated electrode. This 
sample showed some turn-on events, with a current a t 20 M V/m of about 0.3 nA. Results 
from an unpolished, coated electrode is shown in Figure 5.22. The ability of the coating 
to suppress emission by six orders of magnitude as compared to an unpolished, uncoated 
electrode is remarkable. Indeed, this unpolished, coated sample, out-performed its polished 
counterpart.
5 .8  C on clu sion  o f R esu lts
Characteristic IV curves have been obtained for stainless steel electrodes processed 
by several methods. The results of all experiments are summarized in Table 5.3.
•  Polishing, a  standard practice in the high voltage field, gave consistent results up
to field of about 10 MV/m. W ith the application of higher fields, up to  20 MV/m,
currents on the order of several raicroamps were observed.
2Highvolt A, FM Technologies, Alexandria, VA
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Figure 5.21: IV curve for coated, polished electrode.
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Figure 5.22: IV curve for a coated, unpolished electrode.
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Electrode Finish Emax Eon Imax I at Emax
0101 • Unpolished 10 < 5 10.0 /xA 2.29 /iA
0104 Unpolished 10 7 1.58/rA 1.58 nA
0201 Unpolished 10 <3.2 4.50 fiA 2.25 /iA
0102 Polished 10 t t t
0105 Polished 10 9.2 0.51/zA t
0106 Polished 10 t t t
0202 Polished 20 14 1.52 /iA 1.52 iiA
0206 Polished 20 8 20.0 nA 20.0 fiA
0204 Polished, Coated 20 20 <1 nA <0.3 nA
0205 Polished, Coated 20 t t t
0207 Polished, Coated 20 t t t
0209 Unpolished, Coated 20 t t t
0213 E-beam 20 15 7.02/iA 7.02/xA
0302 Polished, PSII 20 t t t
0311 Polished (9/xm) PSII 20 t t t
0306 Polished, Ion Beam 20 t t t
0312 Polished (9/ira) Ion Beam 20 t t t
Table 5.3: Summary of results from treated and untreated stainless steel electrodes in this 
report. 1 Fields given in MV/ra. flndicates current did not rise above 0.1 nA during the 
entire field application (i.e. no “turn-on" of the current). {Indicates current less than 0.1 
nA.
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•  An electron beam treated electrode showed little emission current until the field 
reached 13 MV/m. An order of magnitude pressure increase was observed during 
emission from this electrode.
• Electrodes coated with a commercial thin film from FM Technologies, Inc. was showed 
low levels of emitted current at fields as high as 20 MV/m. One polished, coated 
electrode showed very low current during the voltage run.
• Nitrogen implanted electrodes processed with PSII and beam implantation resulted 
in low levels of field emission at fields as high as 20 MV/m.
Further studies are required to quantify the effects of the implantation. Variations of 
dose, energy, and species would help elucidate the mechanisms. Also, testing of larger-area 
electrodes at higher voltages is crucial to the transfer of any emission suppression techniques 
to systems such as the electrons guns at Jefferson Labs. These results, and suggestions for 
further research, will be discussed in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6
Discussion and Future Work
This chapter draws conclusions about the W & M PSII, and about the benefits of 
PSII as a surface process technique for treating high voltage electrodes. First, improvements 
to the W k  M PSII system are suggested. Then, suggestions are made to further the 
understanding of the electronic and physical structure of an implanted surface in terras of 
anomalous emission.
6.1 PSII
The William and Mary PSII showed promise as an ion implanter. Several modifaca- 
tions are suggested to increase its operational reliability. These are outlined in the following 
sections.
6 .1 .1  W  & M P S II  U pgrades
H igh  V oltage Pow er Supply
Implant voltages were limited to 30 kV due to a problem with the capacitor charging 
power supply. Charge voltages above 3kV (the 10:1 step up transformer gave the 30 kV pulse 
voltage) would occasionally cause the power supply to shut down during an implantation 
experiment due to an overvoltage fault protection. The cause of this fault is not certain, but 
it was determined that the fault occured just after the firing of the thyratron. A solution
135
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was offered by the makers of the power supply (Kaiser). The interface to the power supply 
includes an “enable” pin. Once grounded, the output of the power supply is enabled, and 
the power supply will charge the capacitors. If the pin is not grounded, the power supply 
is disabled. With this interface, the supply can be deactivated just prior to the pulse, and 
reactivated just after the pulse for charging of the capacitors. This will protect the power 
supply from any transient pulses or ground loops that may be causing the problem. The 
control of the enable pin is accomplished by the addition of a field effect transistor. The 
source of the transistor is attatched to the inhibit pin, the gate attached to a DC source, 
and the drain attached to ground. For charging the capacitors, 5 volts DC is applied to the 
transistor. The source of the transistor will be pulled to ground, and the supply enabled. 
Just before the thyratron is triggered, the transistor gate is dropped to 0 volts, and the 
source will no longer be grounded. The power supply will be inhibited and protected during 
the pulse. After the pulse, the enable pin is grounded for the next charge.
P lasm a  P rod u ction
Although the PFN was matched well enough with the plasma to produce a square 
shaped pulse with minimal reflected energy, the the plasma density was too low to match 
efficiently with the PFN. The average current per 30 kV pulse was only 2 amperes. The 
PFN was designed to deliver 3 amperes for a 30 kV pulse; this increases the process time. 
A higher plasma density is required to increase the average current per pulse. Because the 
charge per unit time crossing the sheath boundary is proportional to the density, an increase 
in density of a factor of 2 should be sufficient. The filament driven plasma was limited by 
the danger of tungsten contamination if the filament is operated at too high a temperature. 
This limits the amount of power that can be used for plasma production. The total power 
input to the plasma from the filament supply was about 100 Watts. An rf or microwave 
driven plasma would be appropriate for the implanter, as these methods are electrode-less 
and have been proven in other systems [32,48]. Microwave and rf coupling to the plasma
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can provide greater power input without the worry of contamination. The chamber’s large 
top plate would accomodate an rf flat coil design, or an electron-cyclotron-resonance (ECR) 
microwave source.
In su lation
Minimizing arcing activity at pulse voltages above 30 kV in the PSII chamber was a 
challenge. A great deal of arc formation occured at the triple-point (the junction where the 
quartz stand-offs, metal, and vacuum contact). When an arc forms, the voltage pulse drops 
to just a few volts, and the current rises to many tens of amps. The maximum average 
current rating for the thryatron can be surpassed, should the arcing continue. This will 
result in permanent damage to the thyratron. To reduce the arc formation at the triple 
point, a new alumina stand-off with stainless steel triple point protectors was designed (the 
design was not put into service, however). Also, the arc formation is exacerbated by the 
presence of the plasma. A quartz tube fitted over the alumina standoff will help keep the 
plasma away from the insulator.
6 .1 .2  C onclusion - P S II
Based on this work, some modifications will improve the capabilities of the William 
and Mary PSII system. However, initial operations were successful. Future implant work is 
possible with the suggested modifications. The PFN is nominally a 100 kV, 30 pulse unit. 
The system has been operated at voltages as high as 50 kV (prior to observing the problem 
with the power supply). With the new alumina high voltage stand-off and modifications to 
the power supply, higher voltage will be possible.
6.2 Field Emission Experiments
The following sections discuss the field emission results, and offers suggestions for 
future research. Suggestions are based on results from the current research and on past
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results from the other works in literature discussed in chapter 2.
6 .2 .1  D isu ssion
Data from the emission experiments indicate that anomalous field emission from 
extended area electrodes is unpredictable in nature. Turn-on voltages varied by factors 
of 2 or more between similarly prepared electrodes. Distinct “modes" of current emission 
were also observed. This indicates the need for a larger set of experiments to confirm 
the effectiveness of implantation. The test chamber at Jefferson Laboratory, discussed in 
Chapter 4, will allow evaluation of the PSII process on higher voltage electrode systems.
These preliminary experiments indicated coatings and ion implantation were effective 
in reducing the emission current from stainless steel electrodes by several order of magnitude. 
However, the database is small, and more experiments are needed. Also, the data collected 
in this experiment provide a start in working towards a fundamental understanding of the 
mechanisms involved. Experiments can be proposed that would help to develop quantitative 
models. These are outlined in the next section.
6 .2 .2  Future W ork
Past research investigations of anomalous field emission were reviewed in Chapter 
2. It was shown that inclusions and foreign contaminants play a large role. Improving the 
ultimate breakdown voltage of a large-area electrode system would begin with the removal 
of foreign microparticles. This is not an impossible task, as the semiconductor industry 
routinely performs multi-step processing of 300 mm wafers with no introduction of particu­
lates. Tenacious hydrocarbon layers, however, were shown in this work to remain after the 
150 °C bake of the vacuum system. The effects of the layer, however, were not investigated 
thoroughly. Inclusions in the material are not so easily controlled as particulate contamina­
tion. The effects of PSII on these inclusions could be investigated by processing selectively 
contaminated surfaces that contained a high density of inclusions. To study the effects of
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the ion impact on the crystalline structure, cross sectional transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) would show the formation of amorphous layers and the amount of crystalline dam­
age. An appropriate surface analytical method for the study of a modified oxide layer is 
Ultra-Violet Photoelectron Spectroscopy (UPS). UPS works on irradiating a surface with 
U-V light from a gas discharge lamp. Typically, low energy resonance lines from helium are 
used (He1, 21.2 eV and He11, 40.8 eV) with an energy width of a  few millielectron volts. 
The energy from these lines is sufficient to emit electrons from the valence band only. UPS 
is used for the study of the electron band structure of metals, semiconductors, and alloys. If 
the effect of ion implantation is simply one of surface cleaning, experiments involving inten­
tionally contaminated electrodes could be performed. If the geometric smoothing of em itter 
structures is involved, an experiment involving the implantation of field emitter arrays is 
suggested. Field em itter arrays are arrays of microscopic sharp tips used specifically for fiat 
panel display technology. The tips have a very small radius of curvature, and, hence, a high 
field enhancement factor. These tips would provide for an excellent study of the effects of 
PSII on such structures. Also, a comparison could be made between the effects of plasma 
source and beam implantation using these em itter arrays.
Electrode material selection is reviewed by Latham [1, pages 48, 49). Physically hard 
materials have been empirically accepted as “good" electrode materials. However, this rule 
can not be extended to all materials, as metals such as tungsten and beryllium, which are 
very hard, have not been shown to provide high voltage hold-off capabilities. Stainless steel 
and titanium  are two materials that have been “accepted” in the field. A common attribute 
is the protective oxide layer on these materials. This layer increases the corrosion resistance 
of the m aterial. Indeed, several similaries are observed between “pitting corrosion” and field 
emission sites. P itting corrosion is a  highly localised form of corrosion usually associated 
with a  discontinuity in the material’s passive oxide layer. The source of the corrosion 
pits can be an impurity inclusion within the structure which may cause a break in the 
oxide coating [56]. The anology between the cause of pitting corrosion and anomalous field
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emission between extended area electrodes is clear. Perhaps a “good” electrode, or one that 
shows low levels of initial field emission, would also show no pitting corrosion. Similarly, 
perhaps a conditioned electrode would be resistant to pitting corrosion. If a relationship did 
exist, the large body of experimental evidance on pitting corrosion would aid in the physical 
understanding of the im plantation effects of the electrodes. At was noted in Chapter 2 , ion 
im plantation is an effective technique for increasing the corrosion resistance of alloy systems.
W ork F unction  M easurem ents
It is clear that the work function of the material, the amount of work needed to 
remove an electron from the bulk of the material to  the vacuum with a zero final energy, 
is an im portant parameter in field emission investigations. There are several methods that 
measure the work function of a  material. The simplest is with a vibrating Kelvin Probe [57|. 
The schematic for this type of work function probe is shown in Fig. 6.1.
A sample of known work function is placed near the surface of the sample to be 
investigated. The two electrodes are electrically connected, and charge will flow until the 
chemical potential of the electrons is uniform throughout the system. The amount of current 
that flows is Q = C A V  where A V  = <Pr -<Ps - C  is the capacitance of the electrodes, and 4>r 
and <ps refer to the work function of the reference and sample electrodes, respectively. The 
reference electrode is vibrated a t a  frequency w, changing the capacitance of the system. 
Current is induced in the circuit by the relation I /C  =  dV/dt. If the reference electrode is 
biased to V ^ t, the voltage difference due to the different work functions can be nulled. The 
difference in work functions will then be equal to the external voltage, i.e. A V  = - ^ext-
6 .2 .3  C onclusion  - F ield  E m ission
Although a  small database was collected on field emission experiments, the results 
of ion implanted electrodes are, a t least, encouraging. However, it is important that the 
experiments be extended to the  large area, high voltage test chamber at Jefferson Labs.
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— Jjfll—
Figure 6.1: The Kelvin probe method for measureing the relative work function of materials. 
From John [56).
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The non-linear relationship between breakdown field and gap voltage (the Total Voltage 
Effect discussed in Chapter 2 ) requires such extreme testing. Experiments in this cham ber 
would provide confidence in the PSII process on a scale similar to th a t of the photoeiectron 
guns.
To gain a physical understanding of the effects of ion implantation, a more accurate 
electronic model of the surface is needed. This is not a simple task on an oxide covered, 
polycrystalline, alloy such as stainless steel. UPS may provide some experimental guidance. 
Also, implantation of electrode materials with no natural oxide layer, or a conducting ox­
ide layer, and their held emission behavior would lend to the understanding of the exact 
mechanisms involved.
The causes of anomalous emission from extended area electrodes are becoming 
clearer. A number of experiments that would aid in the understanding of the effects of 
ion implantation on these causes have been suggested.
6.3  Sum m ary
The ability of the electron guns at Jefferson Labs to run reliably and consistently is 
crucial to  the scientific programs in the main accelerator ring and the Free-Electron Laser 
project. The specified operational voltages are a reflection of what can be accomplished 
with current electrode materials and processing techniques. A reduction in the anomalous 
field emission activity between the electrodes in these systems, through the proper selection 
of novel materials and surface process techniques, will raise the operational voltages and 
fields in these electron guns, and provide stable, reliable operation. Plasma Source Ion 
Implantation has been shown in this work to reduce anamolous field emitted electrons in 
small area electrode systems, and physical mechanisms to explain the effects have been 
proposed. An experimental program based on the ground work in this thesis will further 
the understanding of field emission suppression and high voltage electrode performance from 
these modified surfaces.
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The WKB Approximation
As field emission is a  quantum mechanical phenomenon, it is appropriate to consider 
the probability of finding an electron on the vacuum side of a potential barrier. For a particle 
of mass m  in a  potential V(z), the time-independent Schrodinger equation in one dimension 
is
where h is Planck’s constant divided by 2n, 'l'(z) is the particle’s wave function, and E  is 
the to tal energy of the particle (kinetic plus potential). For a  simple step potential barrier 
with a constant potential V(z) =  V0, the solution to Schrbdinger’s equation is:
where A is a constant. For potential functions tha t vary slowly with position, the Wentzel- 
Kramers-Brillouin, or WKB, method can be implemented. The derivation of the WKB 
approximation presented here follows B. H. Bransden and C. J. Joachain [58). ’Slowly 
varying’ means V(z) changes slightly over the de Broglie wavelength
where p(z) =  y/2m[E  -  V'(z)] is the classical momentum a t the point z. In the classical 
limit, A(z) tends to zero. Therefore, the condition that the potential varies slightly with 
position implies the WKB approximation applies to a semi-classical approximation.
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fff =  A exp p0 =  \/2m {E  -  Va)
a
(A.2)
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For a slowly varying potential function V(x), one may assume a solution to eqn. A .l 
of the form
♦  =  Aexp (A.4)
n
W here S(x) is a function to be determined. Inserting eqn. A.4 into eqn. A .l, one obtains
iti* cPS(x) { 1 
2 m  dx2 2m
dS{x)' 2
+  V[x) - E  = 0 (A.5)
dx
Equation A.5 is a non-linear equation even more difficult to solve than equation A .l, and 
m ust be solved approximately. For a  general potential function V(x), S(x)  may be approx­
imated as a  series of powers of h:
S  =  So(x) +  hSxix) + y  52(x) +  • • • (A.6 )
Eqn. A .6  can be inserted into eqn. A .l. To solve the resulting differential equation, the
coefficient of each power of h  in the equation is separately set equal to zero. A series of 
equations is then obtained (up to second order h).
° ( A j )
dS0(x) dS \(x) i d 2 S0
dx dx 2 dx2
= 0 (A.8 )
dS0 (x )dS 2 (x) [ 
dx dx
dSl (x) 2
dx
We will begin in the classically allowed region where E  > V (x), and the momentum 
p(z) =  [2m (E  -  V’(x ) ) ) 1/ 2  is real. Equation A.7 can now be solved:
=  ± \ /2 m (E  -  V(x)) (A. 10)
dx
to obtain
S0( x ) = ± J  p(x')dx' (A .ll)
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The arbitrary constant of integration has been omitted. 5 i(x ) can be found by inserting 
the above equation into A.8 to obtain:
dSi(x) 1 i d . dS0(x) 
=  -  —  I n
to arrive at
dx 2 dS0{x)/dx 2 dx  dx
Si(x) =  l-  lnp(x)
(A. 12)
(A. 13)
For clarity, the arbitrary constant of integration has been omitted. Using the above two 
equations in eqn. A.9, one has
1
dx' (A. 14)1 2 [ X[n(T'u - s  [ r f W  ~ i m J w* )l -3
It is clear tha t the above equation for 52 (x) will be small when dV {x)/dx  is small, pro­
vided E  -  V  is not too close to zero. If all higher derivatives of V(x) are small, then 5 3 , 
5 4 , •••,  are also small. Using only the first two terms 50(x) and 5 i(x ), one obtains the 
WKB approximation in the classically allowed region:
# (x ) =  i4[p(x)]-1/,2exp |±  y  p{x')dx' , E > V  (A.15)
A more general WKB solution is a linear combination of such approximations:
't(x )  =  (p(x)l-1/2 |A e x p  ^  J  p{x')dx' + f ? e x p f - ^ y  p(x')dx' j  (A.16)
where A  and B  are arbitrary constants. The first half of the above expression represents a 
plane wave moving in the positive direction, and the second corresponds to a wave moving 
in the opposite direction.
So far, only the classically allowed case E  > V  has been considered. For the classi­
cally forbidden region where E  < V , the WKB approximation can still be obtained. In this 
region, the momentum p(x) =  y/2m[E -  V\ becomes imaginary. Solving equations A.7 and 
A.8 for this case, one obtains the following equation for the WKB approximation:
# (x ) =  A |p(x)| 1/2exp | ± i  j  |p(x;) | dx' E <  V (A.I7)
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where A is a constant. A general WKB solution is a linear combination of such approxima­
tions:
#(x) = lb ( * ) i r 1/2 { c e x p  |p(i ') |^ x ' +£>exP \p{x')\dx' j  E < V
(A.18)
where C  and D are arbitrary constants.
The validity of the WKB approximation may be obtained by requiring that the third 
term in the expansion of S(x) (A.6) be negligible, or that
«  1. (A. 19)
Using the expression for S2(x) (Eq. A. 14) and the above equation, one may obtain
hm  dV(x)
«  1. (A.20)
[2m{E -  U ( i) ) |3/ 2 dx 
It is clear from the above equation that the WKB approximation breaks down where E  =  V, 
the so-called classical turning point The WKB approximations for the two regions E > V  
and E  < V  are asymptotically valid, th a t is, they are only valid when used sufficiently 
far away from the turning point. Connection formulae have been obtained that join the 
two types of WKB approximations across the turning point. The derivations of these 
connection formulae are shown in greater detail in the Bransden and Joachain [58], and are 
only presented here. Two types of barriers, as shown in Fig. A .l, are considered. Fig. A .la 
is a  left hand barrier, where V (ii)  =  E, V (x) > E  for x <  i i ,  and V(x) < E or x >  xi- 
The classical turning point is at x =  x i. p(x) is real in the region x > xi, and the general 
WKB solution is given by eqn. A.16 with Xi as the lower limit of integration. In the region 
x <  x i, p(x) is imaginary, and the WKB solution is given by eqn. A.18, again with x \  as 
the lower limit of integration. As shown in reference [58], when the approximate solution 
to A.18 is is a  decaying exponential as x —> —oo, the constant C  is zero. It can then be 
shown that iA  = B  =  D{in/A). The connection formula is then expressed as
|p(x)j1/2 exp ^ j  |p(x')| dx' -► 2[p(x)] 1/2 cos ^ j f  p{x')dx' -  | (A.21)
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V(x)
(a)
V(x)
(b)
Figure A.l: (a) A left-hand barrier. The point xi is the classical turning point, (b) A 
right-hand barrier. The classical turning point is at Xj.
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where the left-hand side is valid for x < x i and the right-hand side is valid for x > xi. 
The arrow indicates the direction in which the connection formula can be applied. For 
the case where the wave function increases exponentially as x recedes to the left of x i, the 
appropriate connection formula is
|p(x)I 1/2exP [—^ /  \P(x ') \dx> <-[?(*)! 1/2sin[ ^ / (A.22)
where the left-hand side is valid on the left side of the turning point, and the right-hand 
side is valid on the right side of the turning point. Again, the arrow indicates the direction 
in which the connection formula can be applied. In the case of a right-hand barrier (see 
Fig. A .lb), the classical turning point is x =  i 2 - The appropriate connection formulae are 
given by
2[p(x)l-1 /2cos p(x')dx' -  ^  |p (x)|-1 /2exp j - ^  j  \p (x ')\dx' (A.23)
and
[p(x)l 1/2 sin J  p{x')dx' -  |  + -  |p(x)|-1 /2cos<rexp I f  |P(x/) |d x /
where
7T
<x =  (2n +  l ) — n =  0,1,2, '
(A.24)
(A.25)
The WKB approximation for x <  1 2  is placed on the left side of the equations, and that 
for x > i 2 is on the right side.
P en etra tio n  o f  a  p o ten tia l barrier
To dem onstrate the application of the WKB approximation and the connection for­
mulae, consider the one-dimensional step barrier shown in Fig. A.2. Let the function V(x) 
describe the potential barrier shown, with a  maximum potential energy of Va. An incident 
beam of particles is incident from the left, with kinetic energy E  < V Q. x i and X2 are the
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V(x)
Figure A.2: A one-dimensional potential barrier. The energy E  of the incident particle is 
assumed to be less than V0, the top of the barrier. i i  and x i are the classical turning points.
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two classical turning points where the connection formulae will be applied. Some particles 
incident to the barrier will be reflected back into region 1 , and some will be transmitted 
in to region 3. The wave function of those that are transmitted will is given by the WKB 
approximation:
# 3 (z) =  A[p(x)]_1/2exp j  p(x')dx' - i j x > X\. (A.26)
Although the factor exp (-trr/4 ) could have been included in A , it has been written in this 
form to facilitate the application of the connection formulae. Writing the imaginary part of 
the equation in terms of sine and cosine yields
^ 3 (1 ) =  A[p(x) | - 1 / 2  jcos ^  J  p ( x ' ) d x ' - ^  + i s i n ^ y  p (x ')d x '-  j ,  x >  xi
(A.27)
Using the fact tha t as x recedes to  the left of i i  the wave function will increase exponentially, 
we use the connection formula for a left-hand barrier to obtain the wave function for region 2 :
^2(2) = - i A  |p(x)|-1/,2exp J  p(x')dx' X2 < x  < x \  (A.28)
This equation can be written in the from of a decreasing exponential for x > 1 2 :
^ ( x )  =  - i A b(x)l 1/2eAexp j - i  j  |p (x ') |dx' X 2 < x  < X\ (A.29)
where
A = I r  |p(*)l dx =  r  f  2 m[V(x) -  E |1/2dx (A.30)
*1 J X 2  ^  J1 2
The connection formulae can now be applied to eqn. A.29 to find the wave function in region 
1 for the case of a right-hand barrier. Eqn. A.23 yields the wave function
'l'i(x) =  2 iA[p(x)]_ 1/2 eAcos ~  J  p(x')dx' -  ^
Writing the above equation in exponential terms yields
*i(x) = -iA[p(x)]“ 1/2eA jexp | i  Q  j  p(x')dxr +
+  e x p [ - t Q y  p(x')dx' +  1  <*a- (A.31)
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The first terra in curly brackets represents a wave moving to  the right (the incident wave), 
and the second terra represents a wave moving to the left (the reflected wave).
The transmission coefficient is the ratio of the intensities of the transmitted and 
reflected probability current densities. Probability density is the product of the intensity 
of the wave times the velocity. The ratio  of the velocities is equal to the ratio of the 
corresponding momenta. Therefore, the transmission coefficient can be found from eqn. A.27 
and eqn. A.31:
F ie ld  em iss io n  o f  e lectron s from  a m eta l
The WKB approximation will now be applied to field emission of electrons from a
in Fig. A.3. E f  is the Fermi energy, <j> is the work function. The first classical turning point 
a t xi is found by solving the equation
which yields i i  =  4>/ee. The second classical turning point i 2 is a t the surface of the metal, 
so th a t i 2 =  0. At this point, the potential function varies sharply, and the validity of the 
WKB approximation is in question. However, the fraction of the transmission coefficient 
coming from this region is quite small, and should not introduce serious error. Eqn. A.32 
with X\ =  0 /ee , Xi =  0, and V{x) -  E  = Va -  eex -  E  = <p -  eex, the the transmission 
coefficient T  is given by
T  =  e-2A
[ - 1  jTW<.>-*i> (A.32)
metal under the application of an electric field e. The deformed potential barrier is shown
V0 -  eexi = V 0 -4> (A.33)
T
4 y/2m<j>3/2 (A.34)
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V(x)
-e£x
Figure A.3: Schematic representation of the potential function at the surface of a metal 
with applied electric field e. i j ,  the classical turning point, is such that xi =  o /es.
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The tunneling current per area is found by multiplying the transmission coefficient with 
the energy distribution of electrons N( E)  incident on the barrier. This product is then 
integrated over the energy range 0 to E j , the Fermi level. According to Fowler and Nordheim
[11], the result of these calculations is
1^ 1/2
P I * * - * * " 7*  <A 35>
where Co and C2 are constants. The Fowler-Nordheim equation is often approximated by
j  = C^ e J - C i< g \  (A.36)
where C\ is a  constant, and 0  is the geometric electric field enhancement factor.
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